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COMMERCE ON THE MOVE

Williams brings new
energy to Chamber
Williams plans to work closely with chamber
members, which number about 550.
"It has been as high as 700," he said. "I want to
make sure I am meeting their expectations. I have
to bring some value to the chamber members."
In order to accomplish that goal. Williams plans
to vist all the members.
"The chamber has a great core of loyal members
and we need to build off them and make people
realize we are an investment that will multiply," he
said. "Communication is one of my top priorities
because we have to let people know what the chamber is doing."

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo

John Williams, who has been executive director of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce for
two months, is beginning to settle into the job. The annual chamber of commerce banquet is tonight at 7
at the Curris Center Ballroom,

Although he has only been on the job for two
months, John Williams is already breaking new
ground.
As executive director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, Williams has
drawn on his marketing skills to pump new life into
the office.
"What has amazed me -is the amount of traffic
coming through this office," Williams said. "I don't
think our.rnembers realize how many times we refer
our businesses to people coming in. It is unbelievable how much information comes from this office
Before accepting the chamber position, Williams
about tourism or people looking for a business." was a vice president with
Peoples First Corporation
Williams described his first months as "wild" in Paducah.
because of the challenges he has faced in getting
the office organized.
He was hired as executive director in N1.1 after
"When people ask for information about this
an eight-month search to replace Steve Z.ea, ssho
community, I want to be able to tell them every- resigned last September.
thing they have always wanted to know," he said.
Williams and his wife. Susan, vs ho is employed
"I want people to have something to look at when
• See Page 2
they come here."

McConnell pushes for full funding of LBL
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Thursday morning, McConnell
said the outlook is pretty good.

Although the amount of fiscal
year 1996 federal appropriations
for Tennessee Valley Authority's
Land Between the Lakes is still
uncertain, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell is pushing for full
funding.

"I am very optimistic," he said.
"I think the key will be in the
conference committee."
LBL is a 170,000-acre recreational and environmental education area extending into Kentucky
and Tennessee.
The Senate Appropriations

In a media conference call

Subcommittee on Energy and
Water Development approved
McConnell's request earlier this
week for S6.17 million in funding
for LBL.

subcommittee.
"It is likely to clear the full
committee and I am hoping the
House will recede to the Senate's
position." -McConnell said.

Last week, McConnell wrote a
letter to the subcommittee's
chairman urging him to include
full funding for LBL. McConnell
is a member of that

Thanks to efforts made by U.S.
Rep. Ed Whitfield- and other
members of the Kentucky and
Tennessee delegations, federal
funding for TVA's non-power

programs was cut only 28 percent
in the House version. That represents a S3 million cut for LBL.
Strong efforts were made to
completely eliminate all funding,
but those attempts were defeated
by a vote of 284 to 144 in midJuly.
Although funding for LBL was
retained in the House version, S3

After leaving the jail, Willis paused to say
goodbye to Shelia Coltharp, wife of Jailer
Jimmy Coltharp. He was carrying his
belongings in a brown and tan backpack and
small blue and white duffel bag.
• See Page 2

The line-item budget request
presented to Congress looked a
little different to legislators this
year because all funding for LBL
was listed under one category
rather than being split among
II See Page 2

Seven want
to be dropped
from lawsuit

Mystery
prisoner
released
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A man whos(.
identity was shrouded in mystery throughow
his lengthy stay in a western Kentucky jal ,
was released, still stubbornly refusing tc
state his name, authorities said.
But the prisoner cooperated through a
"non-verbal act" that allowed officials to
finally learn his name, Graves District Judge
Royce Buck said.
James Lee Willis, 40, walked out of the
Graves County Jail a free man on Wednesday after spending 249 days behind bars.
The man who had been known only as
John Doe was jailed Nov. 19 after being
charged with hitchhiking on the Purchase
Parkway.
Buck said he released Willis because the
prisoner had purged himself of a civil contempt of court charge that had kept him in
jail.
"The defendant acknowledged his identity
by a non-verbal act by responding to the
court's calling his case on two occasions
using the defendant's name of James Willis
and James Lee Willis," Buck said in a
statement.
Buck also dismissed the hitchhiking
charge for "judicial economy," noting that
Willis had been in jail more days than the
maximum sentence of 90 days.
Willis refused to give his name to the end,
using John Doe to sign out at the jail, Sheriff
Bob Morgan said.

million was cut from the request
made by TVA officials.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANEledger & Times pnoto

FULL STEAM SOCCER: Members of the Murray High School soccer team run sprints during Wednesday evening
practice on Cutchin Field.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Democratic state Sen. Jeff he said Whitfield should be taken on now, when he's most
Green says he is "extremely interested" in challenging vulnerable.
first-term Republican U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield in the 1st DisGreen said Whitfield won under "unusual circumtrict next year.
stances" last year and will have to answer for the fact that
Green, 41, said Wednesday that if he had to decide now, he moved back to the district to run, after being a railroad
he would be a candidate in the traditionally Democratic dis- executive and lobbyist in Washington and Florida.
trict in western Kentucky.
Whitfield narrowly defeated one-term Democrat Tom
The Mayfield lawmaker said one factor arguing against
his entry is that his state Senate term expires next year. But le See Page 2

Seven members of a citizens' group have
asked to be removed from a five-month lawsuit against the Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
Graves County Circuit Judge John Daughaday signed an order July 19 removing the
following members of the Calloway County
Association of Concerned Citizens from the
litigation: Marcia Brandon, Mildred Huff,
Ronald Huff, Jamie Potts, Brian Wilburn,
Angie Wilburn and Jim Wilburn.
"They asked to be released and the attorneys agreed to it," said Mark Medlin, attorney for the association. "I got a call as late
as last night from someone asking to be
removed. Nine or 10 members have made
requests to be dismissed."
Medlin said the seven listed in Daughaday's order have been relieved of any claims
against them or on their behalf.
Kathy Lyons, publicist for the citizens'
J,roup, said association members who withdraw from the lawsuit can retain their
membership.
However, the Wilburns submitted a letter
of resignation in late June in conjunction
with their request to be dismissed from the
lawsuit.
The citizens' group filed the lawsuit in
late March against the fiscal court because it
wants a review of the manner in which decisions pertaining to the jail project have been
made.
Also named in the suit are Architecture
Plus, Inc. and former jail committee members Ray Coursey, Marvin Harris and Pat
Paschall.
The complaint alleges that the fiscal court
has conducted private meetings, failed to
provide adequate meeting space and has
See Page 2
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1 •McConnell...
FROM PAGE 1
two.
In the past, the line-item
budget for TVA has included
appropriation requests in the following categories: stewardship,
water and land. LBL, economic
development and ERC (environmental research center).
Operating expenses for LBL
were found in the LBL category,
but maintenance and resource
management costs were contained
in the stewardship line item.
In order to made it less confusing this year, all expenses for
LBL were rolled together, which
made it seem as if officials were
seeking a significant increase in
funding.
For fiscal year 1996, which
will begin Oct. 1, LBL officials
have requested S6.17 million in
appropriations. That figure
reflects a decrease from the S7.15
million in the fiscal year 1995
budget and the S9.959 million in

IN Williams...

the fiscal year 1994 budget.
"I think the key will be in the
conference committee with House
and Senate members," McConnell
said. "I will personally be on that
conference committee and I think
we have a good shot."
The Energy and Water Development Appropriations bill is
scheduled to go before the full

•Lawsuit...
FROM PAGE 1
made decisions without formally
bidding the services.
Paul Hayes, attorney for the
fiscal court, has filed a counterclaim seeking monetary reimbursement for delays in the jail
project caused by the lawsuit.
"Those who remain in the lawsuit will still be responsible for
any attorney fees that are
awarded," Hayes said.
Daughaday issued an order ear-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

FARMERS
MARKET

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependalvle (jr..
• Call Is lor Kates

TO OPEN IN MURRAY
INTERESTED VENDORS
CALL 759-1880 FOR
DETAILS.
))

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

Senate Appropriations COMIllitlee
July 27.
"The Land Between the Lakes
recreation area is one of Kentucky's great family vacation spots,"
McConnell said. "LBL is critically important to our state's tourism, and it is one of our most
important national treasures. Personally. I like the fishing."

lief this month, which is under
appeal by Medlin. That order
indicated ordinances approved by
the fiscal court and the funding
plan for the new jail are valid and
in accordance with all requisites
of law.
In addition, Daughaday granted
"reasonable" attorney fees to the
fiscal court for defending the
ordinances.
Medlin said the citizens' group
does not dispute the validity of
publication of the ordinances.
Instead, the group claims the fiscal court has acted upon decisions of the jail committee in
meetings held in violation of the
Open Meetings Law.
"We are preparing to file a
notice of appeal on the issues
relating to the .order," Medlin
said. "1 expect the Kentucky
Court of Appeals will reverse the
order and I don't expect anyone
will have to pay attorney fees."
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FROM PAGE 1
with the Calloway County Alternative Education Program, have
three children.
Williams, who had served on
the chamber board for almost
three years, was selected as Citizen of the Year for 1992.
"Seeing businesses stay here
and be successful is one of my
personal goals," he said. "That is
a goal I got from my father. I
want to do anything I can to
make things better for my
children."
Williams advocates a united
business community because all
will prosper through joint activities such as the annual sidewalk

FROM PAGE 1
He answered brief questions
from reporters waiting outside the
jail. Speaking in a soft voice, he
said he was heading for New
York where he had family, but he
wouldn't elaborate.

FROM PAGE 1
Barlow last fall.
Whitfield has already built a
significant war chest for next
year. His campaign-finance report
for the first half of the year, filed
this week, shows that he raised
5168,451 and had $162,112 in
the bank June 30.
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"Someone with a fresh face and
someone who ... possibly is more
in tune with the feelings of the
people on issues."
Former commonwealth's attorney Tom Osborne of Paducah had
been considered a strong possibility, but he said Wednesday that
he is probably leaning against
running.

"1 think Tom (Barlow) has had
his opportunity and I think voters
of the 1st Congressional District
will be looking for new candidates to back," Green said.

Hot conditions halt
spread of blue mold
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The recent heat wave has offered
mixed results for Kentucky farmers, helping to halt the spread
of blue mold in tobacco fields
while putting stress on other
crops, agricultural officials say.
The hot conditions came just in
time for tobacco growers, who
faced the prospect of losing a
large portion of their burley
because of blue mold.
"It was a crop-saving event,"
said William Nesmith, a plant
pathologist at the University of
Kentucky and one of the country's leading experts on tobaccoplant diseases. Blue mold thrives
in wet, overcast conditions.
Nesmith said it's too early to
predict how much money tobacco
growers will lose from blue mold,
a fungus that has hit nearly every
Kentucky county.
Kentucky's growers were
expected to harvest about 400
million pounds of burley worth
S730 million this year, but the
crop will likely be smaller.
Before the sunny dry spell,
tobacco growers were looking at
potentially the worst blue mold
outbreak on record, Nesmith said.
"The conditions were right,"
he said. "If we would have had
more moisture early in the month

I think we would have seen a
situation worse than 1979."
In 1979, the blue mold fungus
caused $65 million of damage in
Kentucky and $250 million
nationwide. This year's blue
mold outbreak was causing great
concern because a strain of the
fungus is resistant to the chemical commonly used to control the
disease.
"Although these recent sunny
conditions have helped quite a
bit, farmers need to realize that
blue mold is still quite active
and, depending on future weather
conditions, it still has the potential to cause more serious damage," Nesmith said.
He said growers need to continue keeping close watch over
their fields, continue spraying to
control the fungus and keep in
close contact with their county
agricultural extension agent about
how to control the disease.
But what was good for tobacco
has caused problems for other
crops.
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As much as half of the state's
corn crop was in the critical pollination stage during the heat
wave and there is concern that
the high temperatures and lack of
water caused some damage.

zMYERS umber Co.

All In-Stock
Light
Fixtures
*All Events Held At The Fairgrounds
Except Where Noted.

Barlow, who has been testing
the waters for next year's race,
didn't return calls seeking
comment.

'He said, 'home,' but he
wouldn't say where that was,"
Coltharp said.

Moni.-Frl. 7-5, Sat. &Noon
Sale hems Cash & Carry
Good Thru 8/145

rithlAja.

•„a

er asked for as much as a Tylenol." She asked him if he wanted
a meal before he left, but he
declined. She also asked where
he was heading.

T MURRAY

Ledger &Times

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Due to unfavorable conditions to the fairgrounds,
we are sorry to inform all that the rodeo is
cancelled for this evening.

When he was arrested on the
hitchhiking charge, Willis said he
had experienced car trouble. He
said he "was coming from out
West," but he wouldn't say
where in the West, nor would he
say where he had car trouble.
Shelia Coltharp described Willis as a "model prisoner. He nev-

Sams

•Green...

Call the circulabon dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

RODEO CANCELLED TONIGHT

munity's input," he said. "The
industry we have right now is the
most important. I plan to visit
them to conduct a survey that
tells us how we are doing. That is
good research that will help us in
developing a plan."
While Williams said he wants
to implement a wide variety of
programs, he has a specific goal
in mind.
"There is so much we can do
and the possibilities are endless,"
he said. "Within the next six
months, I hope to get the administrative side of the office completely organized. All of us are
working together, which means
everyone will benefit."

•Prisoner...
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1 YR. $72.00
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Day and New Years Day

PAR

sale.
"If all our retail businesses
(between 400 and 500) would
give $25, we can use those funds
for co-op advertising and promote shopping in Murray," he said.
"Our merchants could put good
quality merchandise out and
shoppers won't go to other communities. Why can't auto dealers,
restaurants and gas stations all
run specials at the same time and
make families want to come to
Murray to shop?"
Williams said he is interested
in long-range planning with the
guidance of his board of
directors.
"We would like to get the corn-
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'Peanuts' characters
come alive in new
Playhouse production

but he
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Beginning dance class preparing for a Halloween presentation,(left to right):
Sara Doran, Halley Dean, Haley Haverstock, Nikki Plerceall, Madeline
Trevathan, David Hamra and Calen Kennedy.

Registration for fall
dance classes accepted
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Karen Balzer will be conducting
registration sessions for Fall Dance
Classes. Balzer will be offering a
wide range of dance classes for all
ages in various dance techniques.
Pre-schoolers and beginners may
enroll in classes designed to stimulate their imaginations and creativity. These classes include study
in creative movement, basic dance
technique, creative writing, poetry
and drawing.
The goals for pre-school students
are to explore their creativity, learn
right from left, counting music and
rhythms,and how to take your turn.
Beginning classes learn the basics
of putting dance steps together to
form combinations while building
their dance vocabulary.
Balzer will also be offering technique classes for intermediates and
advanced students. These students
will be given the opportunity to
study dance techniques in ballet and
pointc, modem and jazz. Students
will receive intensive technique
training and explore the basics of
choreography.
All upper level
classes will] be designed for each
dancer's interest.
All classes will have the opportunity to perform. While there are
no recitals, dancers are encouraged
to perform with the Jackson Purchase Dance Company, the Playhouse
in the Park, and several community
events. The ore-school and begin-
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ning dancers will present dance
projects in the studio for parents to
videotape. There are no additional
fees for performance opportunities.
Artistic director for the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company is a former dancer with the Fort Worth
Ballet and the Dallas Contemporary
Dance Company, and holds a Master of Fine Arts degree in theater and
dance from Texas Christian University. Balzer has been teaching for
over 20 years and has served as a
guest teacher for the Atlanta Ballet
and the International Dance Festival
for the Educational Theatre Association. She is currently serving on
the KERA Curriculum and Assessment Advisory Council for the
Kentucky Department of Education
and the Kentucky Arts Council.
Registration for fall dance classes
will be in the dance studio located in
the gymnastics facility on 94 East
across from Town & Country
Yamaha. Registration dates and
times are July 29 from Noon until 3
p.m. and August 1,2,and 3 from 10
a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Classes for the fall begin the
week of August 14. Class sizes are
limited to insure quality instruction.
For further information, contact
Balzer at 753-0396, Monday
through Friday between 7 p.m. and
8:30 p.m.

Playhouse in the Park
to offer gospel music
with weekend cabaret
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The Playhouse in the Park will
present a Gospel Cabaret on July 28,
29 & 30 at 8 p.m. The Playhouse
has long had a policy of offering
group discounts on their mainstage
productions, but it has never given a
group discount on the cabarets
before.
"Several churches have called
wanting to bring large groups to the
Gospel Cabaret," said Executive
Director Lana Bell. "It just felt right
to extend our group discount policy
to the cabarets."
Bell emphasizes that any group of
10 or more can receive a discount of
SI on each ticket. Tickets for the
Gospel Cabaret are $5 (S4 with the

group discount.) During
intermission, the cabaret audience
members will be served lemonade
and a gourmet dessert prepared by
some of the finest cooks in Murray.
With or without a discount, the
gourmet cabarets at the Playhouse
arc a real treat and a real entertainment bargain.

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Has The Answers
Call Or Stop By Today

753-4751
Bel-Air Center

•Oa

"You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown" is based on the "Peanuts"
comic strip by Charles Shultz. Marc
Games has the role of Charlie
Brown, the litiJe boy who doesn't
seem to be a success at anything.
Trisha Adams is playing Lucy,
Charlie Brown's worst critic. Erica
Hulse has the role of Linuscomplete with blanket. Pianoplaying Schroeder is being performed by Adam Hicks.

Tickets are 57.00 for adults,
$6.00 for seniors, and $5.00 for
children and students up through
college age. Reservations are recommended and can be made by
calling the Playhouse in the Park at
(502) 759-1752. All facilities are
accessible to the physically challenged. Playhouse in the Park is
located in the Murray-Calloway
County Park on Arcadia Dr.

Charlie Brown's "best friend"
Snoopy is being played by Laurie Jo
Parker.
"You're a Good Man Charlie

All Playhouse in the Park productions are funded in part by the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency responsible for helping to
keep the arts alive in Kentucky.
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Robert Billingtbn Jr.
Life and Health Agent

Cast members of "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" Include Jennifer
Goodell, Trisha Adams, Marc Games and Laurie Jo Parker,
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Paducah * Fleming Furniture

FLEMING FURNITURE'S
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SALE

ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS'
TOTAL INVENTORY SELLOUT

EVERYTHING
% OFF

Up
To

Thanks to you we have outgrown our
present locations in Benton and Paducw
so construction has begun on our new
41,000 square foot Fleming Furniture
Super Center. Now we must make ever)
possible effort to eliminate our entire 3
million dollar plus inventory, Nothing
Held Back! Furniture, TVs,Appliances,
Accessories. Every item in our entire
inventory reduced to clear to the bare
walls. Now save 300,- to 65% storewide.

Reservations are recommended
and can be made by calling the
Playhouse in the Park at (502) 7591752. All facilities are accessible to
the physically challenged. Playhouse in the Park is located in the
Murray-Calloway County Park on
Arcadia Drive.

Health Care Reform
How Does It Affect You?

Jay Elliott, LUTCF
Life and Health Specialist

Brown" is a musical romp through
the lives and imaginations of five
and six year olds. The play has
enough sophistication and a poignance to make it an entertaining
evening for adults and enough slapstick humor,spectacle,and action to
keep even the youngest child delighted.
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The Playhouse in the Park in
Murray, Kentucky will present the
hit musical "You're a Good Man
Charlie Brown" by Clark GCSflef
August 4, 5 & 6 and II, 12 & 13.
The play is being co-sponsored by
JCPenney and Wal-Mart and is
being directed by Logan Abbitt with
Stacy Stalls as musical director and
Jerry Abbitt as set designer.
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FROM OUR READERS
Leash law questioned
Dear Editor:
I thought there was a leash law in Murray. I live two houses from the
entrance to Hamilton Field on North 17th Street, which is also the corner of
Hamilton Avenue. People bring their dogs to train and exercise. Fine — no
problem.
But when they let them off the leash a half a block from the field and let
them run into our yards, we don't like it. They use the bathroom, then we
have to smell it. run our mowers in it, and "surprise!" step in IL Oh boy!
Now you know these people see this happening. They could ask to use
the hose and wash it down. Or if possible, put it in a sack. They sure
wouldn't want it in their yards. Everyone in this area feels the same way.
Please, people, have some consideration for your neighbors.
NO11113 Suiter
405 N. 17th, Murray. Ky. 42071

WASHINGTON TODAY

New Russian political era
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia's presidential election is 11 months
away, but Angelina Ushakova already has her mind firmly made up
— and she wonsit
for\voting for Boris Yeltsin, the man she so fervently supported
1991.
"Sure, I voted
Yeltsin the last time around," said Ushakova,
who like Yeltsin worked in the construction industry. "Then, he
seemed like a leader who had broken with the old times and would
build something new."
But unkept promises, the pain of economic reform, rampant
crime and the bloody war in Chechnya have eroded Ushakova's
faith in Yeltsin, the man who has dominated Russian politics the
last four years.
Ushakova and many of the other 45 million Russians who voted
for Yeltsin in the dramatic summer of 1991 seem ready to go for
someone else and are starting to look beyond Yeltsin.
Yeltsin, who is in a hospital being treated for heart disease, has
said he will wait for the results of December's parliamentary elections to decide whether to run for a second term.
It could be too late.
While Yeltsin recovers, some of the top potential candidates
have forsaken a summer at the dacha, the country homes that are so
much a part of Russian life, and are actively campaigning.
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin's new political bloc, Our
Home: Russia, met this weekend. Considered a rising star, the former manager of the state gas industry, however, so far has backed
Yeltsin.
But Chernomyrdin will emerge as a strong contender for the
presidency if his movement does well in the parliamentary vote and
Yeltsin chooses not to run in 1996.
Also campaigning this weekend was Gen. Alexander Lebed, a
45-year-old army hero in the Afghan war who is backed by the
nationalist Congress of Russian Communities. He made a string of
stops in Yeltsin's home turf in the Ural Mountains. He is running
for parliament but many expect him to make a presidential bid, too.
A poll released last week by the Obshestvennoe Mnenie (Public
Opinion) polling group indicated that current sentiment would
make Lebed a winner over Yeltsin, ultranationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky and reformer Grigory Yavlinsky if the presidential race
went to a second round.
Under the Russian constitution, a candidate must receive more
than 50 percent of the vote to win outright. Failing that, the top two
candidates face off in a second round.
In 1991, Yeltsin received 60 percent of the votes. His nearest
competitor, former Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov, who
also is a possible candidate in next year's race, got only 16 percent.
In recent opinion polls, Yeltsin did not even rate double digits.
Most other Russian politicians scored just as badly. The abysmal
ratings open the possibility that the vote could be widely split and
that two candidates with limited support could get into a runoff.
The list of candidates could get very long. Even former Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev is considering a comeback try.
Some runoff scenarios pit Communist leader Gennady Zyuganov
against Zhirinovsky, whose popularity has waned but still appeals
to the disaffected.
The well-organized Communists are fighting for voters in the
provinces, where most Russians live and where discontent is high
over unpaid back wages and a falling standard of living.
Bitter battles among young reformers and former Yeltsin allies,
including Yegor Gaidar and Yavlinsky, have weakened the democratic movement, damaged their personal popularity and virtually
excluded them as presidential contenders.
All the candidates in the 1996 presidential race face apathy
among voters exhausted by years of political turmoil, economic
struggle and a feeling Russian politicians, look out only for
themselves.
"I don't want any of them. It's pointless," said Lena Ponamarenko, an unemployed factory worker. "I'm not interested in
politics, I'm interested in survival."
With voters apathetic and a plethora of candidates likely to split
the vote, there is a chance Yeltsin could rise to the top again as he
has so many times in the past, especially since most Russian voters
make up their mind at the last minute.
Asked whom he will vote for, Viktor Chernikov, a mechanic,
answered quickly and decisively: "Boris Nikolayevich," as Yeltsin
is frequently referred to by Russians.
"I like Yeltsin. I voted for Itim last time around. I've got more
freedom than before," Chernikov said. "You have to give the guy
credit, he does something and I think he has a chance to be president again."

The Washington media stars are
upset because they have been
tweaked by the United States Senate.
Ifs the kind of Beltway story that
normal Americans don't care about,
but get Capitol insiders all twittering.
The Senate did this by passing a
measure that would require journalists who cover Congress to reveal
their moonlighting income.
This was obviously aimed at the
big name newspaper columnists and
TV blowhards who are paid enormous fees by special interest groups to
make speeches.
It's a touchy subject that has been
picking up steam since Jim Warren,
the Chicago Tribune's Washington
bureau chief, began writing about it
in his Sunday column.
He introduced the now-popular
"Cokie Watch," which detailed the
conventions and trade organizations
that pay Cokie Roberts $30,000 for
name-dropping speeches about
what's really going on in
Washington.
And, of course, Sam Donaldson,
at S25,00 for a prolonged babble,
and members of the McGoofy
Group, "Crossfire" and all the other
Washington heavies, who get from
$5,000 to $20,000 for their insights
into the great issues of the day.
Inspired by Warren's disclosures,
the Senate said it would be only fair
for journalists to reveal their outside
income,since members of Congress
have to do the same.
That way, if a journalist takes a
speaking fee from a trade associa-

though I don't cover the Senate, I
will voluntarily disclose how much
I have made in public speaking fees
over the past decade.
My fees amount to exactly $0.00,
give or take a zero or two.

Mike Royko
Sqrtdicated columnist
tion and later writes something nice
about that industry, the Senate will
know that a conflict of interest
exists.

And if there is a field in which
members of Congress are worldclass experts, it is conflicts of
interest.
Naturally, the journalists have
indignantly responded that they are
not public officials, but are employed in the private sector.
That's true. Journalists are not
paid by the taxpayers. If we were,
we'd all be living under bridges.
Nor do media creatures have to take
oaths of office, pass license exams
to practice our trade, or even promise to always be good boys and girls
and never, ever tell a lie or Santa
won't come.
Which is why the Senate measure
is silly. Journalists are not any
different than bicycle messengers,
busboys, punch-press operators, or
cabdrivers. Wait, that's a mistake.
Cabdrivers have to be licensed and
.pass a test.
True,it has been said thatjournalists have a special public trust. I
don't know about that. If we have a
public trust, how come the public
doesn't trust us?

That's because I don't make
speeches for money.
So the Senate has no more business asking journalists to disclose
their outside income than anyone
else who works in the private sector.
But there's no reason for
Washington journalists to get so
huffy about it
One indignant congressional correspondent said: "This is clearly an
assault on the freedom of the press.
A reporter's qualifications, income
and outside interests are matters
between that reporter and his or her
publisher or news director. They
are not the business of the U.S.
Senate."
That's probably true. But on the
other hand, modern journalists risk
sounding foolish when they talk
about anything not being someone
else's business.
There's very little that is considered private by today's transompeeking, hamper-sniffing mcdia. If
teams of sleuths can trail politicians
to see who they are sleeping with,
what's wrong with asking the
McGoofy Group how many thousands they were paid to get on a
stage and make public fools of
themselves?
To prove my sincerity, even

My feeling is that 50 cents is a fair
price for my column, especially
since the paper includes all sorts of
news, many more erudite columnists, comics, sports, crossword
puzzles, obituaries, theater reviews,
recipes, ads and much, much more.
For 50 cents, that's a good deal.
But if anyone offered more than
50 cents to find out what I think I'd
feel like a swindler.
And if anyone offered me the
awesome bundles that Sam and
Colcie and the other Washington
darlings pocket, I'd have them restrained and put under observation
for their own good.
Besides,the Senate is just pulling
the media's chain. Now there will be
pompous editorials, screaming
matches on the loudmouth public
affairs shows, then it will be forgotten and the Washington media stars
and the senators will show up at the
same dinner parties, do some backslapping and have a hearty laugh.
And that is the inside story, which
didn't cost you a nickel extra.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 15 — Gulf Daily News, Manama, Bahrain, on Bosnia:
French President Jacques Chirac threw down the gauntlet to his
Western allies ... by urging them to act immediately to end the
humiliations which the U.N. has suffered at the hands of the Bosnian Serbs.
Yet action is not a word which seems to be in the vocabulary of
the U.N. or the other Western powers at present.
As the Bosnian Serbs tightened the noose around the Moslem
"safe haven" of Zepa ..., it was clear that the impotent dithering
which has characterised the world's response to the Bosnia crisis
would continue.
The West's "rapid" deployment force is being assembled so
slowly that many of the troops have yet to arrive in Bosnia. Air
strikes appear to achieve little.
The NATO attacks during the assault on Srebrenica destroyed a
Serb military truck and left a hole in the ground — scarcely enough
to deter a brigade of boy scouts let alone an army.
Chirac's ultimatum is a challenge which must be taken up or
ihations will

July 19 — Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, on Bosnia:
Some time it has to be settled why those responsible at different
levels in practice did not live up to the pledge to protect the (Bosnian) population. It is not enough to establish that (special U.N.
representative) Yasushi Akashi has failed miserably and that (U.N.)
secretary-general Boutros-Boutros Ghali has shown inadequate
force.
July 17 — The Times, London, on Bosnia:
Before there can be any return to diplomacy that makes sense,
the mounting chaos in Bosnia must be tamed. The West has the
power to wrest the initiative back from Bosnian Serb forces whose
triumphalism masks considerable weaknesses in mobility and manpower. It has not so far had the will. The point of departure must
be to assess whether, and where, it is possible to re-establish
UNPROFOR's original mission. That, as Chirac (the French president) rightly stresses, is to defend the victims of the fighting. ...
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The arrest of China human rights
advocate Harry Wu is only one
reason the United States should not
be represented at the United Nations' Fourth World Conference on
Women in September. The other
reason is that the U.S. delegation
has been taken over by its own
brand of human rights violators
seeking to impose on the world's
women a radical-feminist ideology
that will be harmful to women, men
and children.
At issue is nothing less than the
fundamental definition of male and
female, relationships between the
sexes and the rights of children and
parents.
For months leading up to the
Beijing conference, members of the
U.S. delegation, including former
New York Congresswoman Bella
Azbug, have been attempting to
redefine such words as "gender"and
"motherhood." When minority of
pro-life and pro-family delegates
from developing nations and within
the U.S. delegation have tried to
uphold a definition approved by
numerous U.N. conferences dating
back to 1948, they have been rebuffed by the majority. That traditional definition has been that gender refers to "two sexes of the
human being." The nondefined
word "gender" appears more than
200 times in the draft 149-page
document, so it is a word that is
meant to carry considerable weight.
The "gender feminists" are attempting to use the U.N.conference
to re-define masculinity, ferninity,
fatherhood and motherhood, manhood and womanhood, heterosexuality, marriage and family. They
believe such labels are culturally
created fictions, conceived by men

ram in the world. The clear message,says Guatemala delegate Mercede,s Wilson, is that "countries will
be rewarded with loans and assistance, or most-favored-nation staus,
if they implement similar coercive
population control programs."

Cal Thomas
I Syndicated columnist
to oppress women. They want to
force other nations to accept the
notion that there should be no
"discrimination" against those who
choose a different sexual orientation; that parenLs have no business
imposing their morals and values on
their own children; that children
have the right to confidentiality,
particularly with regard to birth
control and abortion. Abortion
would be made a human right like
freedom of speech.
There is not question that women
are abused in many parts of the
world, but the proposed U.N. document would exacerbate social conditions in developing countries that
contribute to higher conditions in
developing countries that contribute
to higher divorce rates, more abor-

lions, venereal disc— ,sd child
-are the rotten fruits
rebellion. These
created by the same failed philosophy in the United States.
The State Department's Timothy
Wirth, co-chairman of the U.S.
delegation, met last month with the
president of the World Bank. He
committed the World Bank to provide the fitancial backing to implement the Beijing Platform for Action — the draft document slated for
approval in September.
It is doubly outrageous that this
meeting is schedules to take place in
China, which subjects women to
forced abortions, sterilization and
"family planning." Even worse, the
United Nations has given China a
special award and praised the Communist nation as having the most
"effective" population control prog-

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT RILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP, ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington),.

The "gender perspective," as
promoted by the radicals within the
U.S. delegation, also include proposals for political restructuring. It
calls for 50-50 male-female quotas
for all elected and appointed offices
and offers no protection to women
who choose to be full-time mothers
and homemakers. It also targets
"fundamentalist" religions as a barrier to women's rights and demands
that religions be "reinterpreted."
Developed countries that have
already adopted similar philosophies have witnessed tragic consequences. Scandinavian governments, for example, provide values-free sex education for their
children as early as kindergarten
and financial security to their citizens from birth to death. Yet they
have the highest divorce rates in the
world. Do women in those countries (or in our own where sexually
transmitted diseases now infect one
in five Americans) feel more "liberated"?
President Clinton should cancel
our involvement in the Beijing
conference and seriously rethink its
purpose and America's role. His
advisers are trying to reposition him
more favorable in time for the next
election. Not participating in the
Beijing conference would be of
some help in that effort.
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Need Line needs food items
Valone Hunt, caseworker at Need Line, has issued an appeal ft ,:
special items for the food baskets prepared fbr clients. Items needed
include tuna, instant potatoes, canned fruit, canned meat, powdered
milk and rice. These may be taken to the Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

Greater Hope will honor Rev. Cheaney
Greater Hope Baptist Church will honor its pastor, the Rev. W.E.
Cheaney, on his second anniversary on Sunday. July 30. The Rev.
Lynn Wood Cowan, associate minister of New Hope Baptist Church,
Evansville, Ind., will be the speaker at 11 a.m. service and the Rev.
CI. Timberlake, moderator of First District and members of First
Street Missionary Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, will speak at 3 p.m.
services. These services will be at Weaks Community Center. Dinner will be served when the guests arrive at the center. The public is
invited to attend.

The Ken-Ten Iris Association will have its Iris Rhizome Sale on
Saturday, July 29, at E.W. James Parking Lot, Highway 22, Dresden,
Tenn. The time will be from 8 a.m, to noon or until the last customer. Different types and colors of named varieties of irises will be
featured, according to Earnest Royal, president, who may be called
at 1-502-489-2819.

Super Saturday '95 at Hardin
Super Saturday '95 will be Saturday, July 29, starting at 11:30
a.m. at Hardin Church of Christ. "Jesus Christ: Yesterday, Today
and Forever" will be theme. Speakers will include Chris Perkins, W.
Tom Hall, and Mike Tanaro. Events will close with a cook-out at
approximately 3 p.m. The church is located at 136 Watkins St.,
Hardin, two miles east of U.S. 641 of Kentucky Highway 80.

HIV/AIDS Class will be Saturday
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have an
H1V/AIDS and Blood-Borne Pathogens Class on Saturday, July 29,
from 8 a.m. to noon. If your job requires this class, or if you'd just
like to be better information about this disease, call the Red Cross
office at 753-1421, between the hours of 9 a.m, to noon and 1 to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. Red Cross is a United Way agency.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, July 29, at 9:30 a.m. for a breakfast meeting at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees
and former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at
492-8640 or Louie Brandon at 753-3517.

Leigh Lynanne Walker
and Johnny Reid Rains

Walker-Rains wedding
will be here on Sept. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Walker of Savannah, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Leigh Lynanne Walker, to Johnny Reid Rains, son
of Robert Rains of Fulton, Tenn., and the late Martha Garland Rains.
Miss Walker is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen
Walker of Brentwood, Tenn., Mrs. Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt of Murray,
and the late H.W. (Stub) Wilson.
Mr. Rains is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rains and of
Mrs. Lucille Garland and the late Burt Garland, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is presently employed at Judy's of Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and is currently employed with K.B. & Associates, Inc. Construction Company.
The wedding will be Friday, Sept. 15, 1995, at 7 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Youth Awareness Conference planned
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"Together Responding to Youth (TRY)" will sponsor a Youth
Awareness Conference on Saturday, July 29, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of Curris Center, MSU. This is open to all students
and adults of the city and county to review youth surveys and discuss methods of extending a healthy community. MSU Football
Coach Houston Nutt will be the keynote speaker. For more information call Alan Miller, 759-4223, or Sheriff Stan Scott, 753-3151.

Soccer practice scheduled
Junior Varsity Soccer Practice for MurrayAgh School will begin
Monday, July 31, at 6 p.m. at Murray State Intramural Complex,
North 16th Street. Any 8th graders and freshmen interested in trying
out should report to the complex at 6 p.m. Anyone wishing to try out
must have a physical examination prior to practicing.

Cub Scout Day Camp planned
Cub Scout Day Camp for Boys, 7 to 10, will be held from July 31
to Aug. 4 at Camp Roy C. Manchester, Highway 68, Fairdealing.
Hours will be from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
fee will be S35 and it is not too late to register. For information call
B.f. Gibson, 1-502-354-8253 or 1-502-354-8230.
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Muray Kentucky

SIS A Month

'Sunflower & Watermelon Serving Trays
'Summer Picnic Paper Products
* Large Selection of Cards If, Invitations *
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REGISTER NOW TO WIN!
(One) Hooked on Phonics
(One) Geo Safari
(Five) 810 Gift Certificates
For Frank Schaffer Products

Other Exciting Gifts
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Showcase

Brilliant Cut
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Diamond
Bridal

1.55 A Month

ref. $349

99

One Carat* Designer Diamond
Tennis Bracelet

18" Solid Gold (,.n,
Herringbone or Ro,
Your Choice

149

New
Wide Width!
New Low Price!

'
ref 5TH

FREE!30 inch strand offreshwater Pearls with
any Christmas Layaway of$100 or more!
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Open 6 Days a Week,Saturdays 9 - 121
The Republic group of banks

0.
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• Long term fixed rate loans
• No closing costs loans
• Local servicing even after closing
• Finance or refinance

• I .1 rras
John W. Nix
1201 Main Street
759-1630
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CartOne Carat
1/2 Carat
1999 '799

Trio

1/4 Carat*
Diamond
Heart
Pendant
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GRAND OPENING

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

JCPenney

•Noah's Art Picture Frames & Room Scenters
'Paper Maiche Bowls & Mirrors

Tau Phi Lambda plans event

Pottertown Neighborhood Watch will meet Saturday, July 29, at 4
p.m. at Fire Station No. 7 at Pottertown. A potluck meal will follow
the meeting. All residents of the area are urged to attend.

We are pleased to announce
that Kelly Beth McDonald
bride-elect
of
Jeffrey
Chlvington, has selected her
bedding and bath accessories
through our bridal registry.
Kelly and Jeffrey will be married Sept 23 1995

Summer Savings

Karen Balzer will conduct registration sessions for fall dance classes at the dance studio at gymnastics facility on Highway 94 East.
Registration dates and times will be Saturday, July 29, from noon to
3 p.m., and Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 1, 2 and 3,
from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Neighborhood Watch Saturday

ste

We are pleased to announce that Deborah
Davenport, bride-elect
of Ryan Morton, has
made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal
registry.
Deborah and Ryan
will be married August
4, 1995.

Iris Rhizome sale on Saturday

Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 of Woodmen of the World will meet
Saturday, July 29, at 3 p.m. at the lake house of Judy McCarty. All
members are urged to attend.

mes-

sister is Jessica Nicole Nance.
Grandparents are Darrell Russell, Rt. 6, Murray and the late
Larry Nance of Memphis, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Billie
Russell and the late J.C. Russell,
Murray, and Grace and Frank
Nlattox of Indianapolis, Ind.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
Nance of #125 Riviera Cis., Murray, arc the parents of a daughter,
Reannon Denise Nance, born on
Wednesday, July 19, 1995, at
1:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 10 ounces and measured
204 inches. The mother is the
former C)nthia Russell. A half
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission afij
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
July 24. have been released as

We are pleased to announce
that Hope Hargrove, brideelect of Philip Cochran, ha.1
made her domestic and household selections through our bridal registry.
Hope and Phillip will be
married August 5, 1995.

WAL-MART

Newborn admission
Schroader tat g.ri parents, Aimee
and Jeffrey. M...,rray
Dismissals
Paul Copelano Hari.n Joe Underwood. Puryear. Tenn , Morton Dalton,
Alma.
Mrs Elizabeth Puckett, Dexter, J.B
Dover, Hazel, Mrs Lois Elkins, Dexter,
Pat Canaway, Mrs Winona Tucker,
Mrs Oveula Ruth Lassiter, Robert
Scarborough,
Loyd Arnold, Mrs Mary Gibbs and
ima Joe Wadkins, all of Murray
• • • •
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Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
July 25, have been released as
follow s:
Dismissals
Jacob Doughty, New Concord; Cletus Shelton and Mrs Mary Griggs,
Dexter: Mrs Mayzelle Gallimore.
Hazel:
Mrs Etna Story and Miss Amanda
Griffin, Alma : Mrs Joyce Blvins,
Greenville, Gregory Pogue, Benton:
Mrs. Juanita Harrison, Farmington;
Miss Sarah Reed and baby boy,
Qiibertsvale;
Mrs, Mildred Broadbent, Cadiz; Miss
Mary Bramlett, Mayfield: Curtis Rawls
Pans, Tenn..
Mrs. Ann Silkman, Mrs. Aimee
Schroader and baby girl, and Miss
Ruth Vaughan, all of Murray.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Mary Elizabeth Barnes,
fiancee of William Eugene Maddox Jr.

Friday.
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Dr. and Mrs. William Eugene Maddox of Spring Creek Drive, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their son,
William Eugene Maddox Jr., to Mary Elizabeth Barnes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas Barnes of Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. Maddox is the grandson of Mrs. Ava Skaggs and the late Harry
Skaggs of Mayfield and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Maddox of
Owensboro.
Miss Barnes is the granddaughter of George McMahon and the late
Alice McMahon of Rome, Ga., and of Mrs. Nell Barnes and the late
Clarence Barnes of Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of Murray High School. He
received his B.A. from the University of Virginia in 1991 where he
was a member of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity. He is a 1995 graduate of
the University of Kentucky College of Law.
The bride-elect received her B.A. in 1991 from the University of
Virginia where she was a member of Delta Zeta sorority. A 1994 graduate of the University of Tennessee College of Law, she is employed
by O'Neil, Parker & Williamson, Knoxville, Tenn.
The couple will be married Saturday. Aug. 26, 1995, at 7 p.m. at
Cedar Springs Presbyterian Church, Knoxville, Tenn.
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Factory Discount
Shoes
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100
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753-9419

John and Joyce McDonald of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Beth McDonald, to
Jeffrey Sean Chivington, son of Byron and Pam Chivington of St.
Marys, Ohio.
Miss McDonald is the granddaughter of Davis and Martha LeMasters of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Thelma Coleman of Inverness, Fla., the late
William P. McDonald of Mt. Vernon, and the late Frank E. Kennedy
Sr. of Gahanna, Ohio.
Mr. Chivington is the grandson of Palmer and Nan Halbert and the
late Boyd and Audrey Chivington, all of St. Marys.
The bride-elect, a 1989 graduate of Murray High School, earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in Advertising in 1993 from Murray State
University.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Memorial High School, St.
Marys, attended Ohio State University. He is near completion of a
doctorate degree in Chiropractic at Life College, Marietta, Ga.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Sept. 23, 1995, at St.
Vincent de Paul Catholic Church, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Invitations will
be sent.
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Ladies Dress &
Casual Shoes
1st Pair
Regular Price

Kelly Beth McDonald
and Jeffrey Sean Chivington

Maddox-Barnes vows McDonald-Chivington
to be said on Aug. 26 wedding to be Sept. 23
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Thursday, July 27
Murray-Calloway County Fair events
include Carnival open 6 p.m.-closing;
Rodeo/7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce annual banquet/7
p.m./Curris Center. MSU.
Info/753-5171.
Commodities distributed/8 a.m.-3:30
p.m./Calloway County Road
Department.
Summer
Dancetest '95
performance/6:30 p.micleck of Playhouse in The Park.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center. Info/Pat Martindale,
75307676.
Parents in Partnership (PIP)/6:30
,p.m./Paglians, Info/753-1960.
Bethany Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/6'30 p.m.
Kids' Krusade Christian Fellowship
Church/7 p.m.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Calloway County Republican
Women/6 p.m./North Branch of Peoples Bank of Murray.
Ladies' Fun Night/5:30 p.m./Oaks
Country Club.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/5:30 p.m./Piggly Wiggly to carpool for fun night. Info/Marlene,
753-2350 or Janice, 474-8774.

oltaqurs

of Murray

Thursday, July 27
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/759-1884 or 753-7405,
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Info/753-5584,
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Health Express of MCCH/
Courtsquare/12:30-3 p.m.
TOPS KY *4 6 9 Chapter/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Humane Society Board meeting/5:30
p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Clubi6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
First Presbyterian Church MiddleSenior High Fellowship/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p.m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris, InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m,/Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a m. to 12 30 p.m. and 130
to 430 p.m.
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& Michael Stepto
Wedding: Aug. 12, 1995

& Sean Finnegan
Wedding: Aug. 20, 1995

July 31 -August 4
•

Joelle Thomas
& Andrew Bachman
Wedding: Aug. 26, 1995

Off

Emily McKnight celebrated her
third birthday on Saturday. July
8, with a backyard party at her
home.
Decorations were in the rainbow colors. She had a rainbow
decorated cake, choice of Emily.
Present were nine children and 14
adults.
Emily is the daughter of
Dewayne and Janet McKnight.
Her grandparents are John and
Virgic McKnight of Murray and
Melvin and Dee Hewlett of Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Walt
confi

Memorial Baptist Church
presents

& Scott Foster
Wedding: Aug. 12, 1995

Melody Helgerson

All Summer
Merchandise

Friday, July 28
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior_ citizens' activities
Parkinson's Support Group/2
p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center. 205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Gospel Cabaret/8 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. Info/759-1752.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4.30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill Info/1-800-935-7700.

Birthday is
celebrated

We are pleased to
announce the following
couples have chosen
their decorative
accessories from our
bridal registry.
Hope Kinney

Needs To Make Room For
New Fall Merchandise
Arriving Daily

Thursday, July 27
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Friday, July 28
Murray-Calloway County Fair events
include Carnival open 6 p.m.-closing:
Tractor Pu11/7:30 p.m.
East Calloway School Site-based
Decision Making Council/3.15
p.m !school.
Bethany -Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/6'30 p.m.
Kids' Krusade at Christian Fellowship
Church/7 p.m.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National
Association of Retired Federal
Employees/11.30 a.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Seniors Gott playi'8:30 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course,
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 p.m for
senior citizens activities. Lunch at
1130 air.
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At three o'clock in the morning half-glimpsed towns roll by
the windows of railroad sitting
cars like visions out of legend. A
sign blooms out of the night,
boasting the ambitions of the city
fathers, the darkness swathes it in
mystery — and then it's gone.
I was on a trip to Washington,
D.C., with my grandparents.
Since I was going, a group from
the state Farm Bureau had
decided to tag along and take the
opportunity to complain to their
congressman. I was in the eighth
grade and this was apparently
what one did with congressmen.
We were riding the "Hilltopper" which ran from Louisville to
Washington, D.C. It was my first
train ride. Henry Kisor's book,
Zephyr makes me hope that it
wasn't my last.
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The Zephyr is the Amtrak passenger train running from Chicago to San Francisco. In 51 hours
it crosses the plains, Rockies, the
great basin, and the Sierra Nevada to deliver its passengers on the
Pacific shore.
Along the way, the Zephyr
crosses a large chunk of the history of railroading and of the
United States. If you have ever
even thought about liking trains,

you'll want to read this one. It's
great.
By the way, The Zephyr was
one of the books read this spring
on "The Radio Reader" heard on
WKN1S.
• • • •
Speaking of being in the eighth
grade, I wish that I'd had the
opportunity to read Arthur Conan
Doyle's The White Company
before now.
Chapter One: The abbot and
the monks of Beaulieu (a Benedictine monastery in England in
1366) hear the charges brought
against brother John, a novice of
two months time.
Now, brother John is a large,
hard, red-headed, west-country
man. Furthermore he's not meek,
mild, nor particularly repentant.
The sentence of the abbot is
that he be cast out of the order
and into the world and that he
receive a beating besides.
Being chucked out suits John
just fine, but he's not much in
favor of the beating. So, he picks
up a heavy oaken chair and
whirls it over his head, offering
to crack the skull of the first
monk to lay hands ,on him. He
makes it to the door and is last
seen running down the road,
much to everyone's relief.
And that's just chapter one.
This is the good stuff!

Walters and DuFord attend
conference at New Orleans
Joan Laughlin, associate dean for
Dr. Teryl Walters and Dr. Sally
DuFord, of Murray, attended the graduate studies and research at the
American Association of Family College of Human Resources and
and Consumer Sciences'(AAFCS) Family Sciences, University of Ne86th Annual Meeting and Exposi- braska-Lincoln.
tion: "Invest in Youth: Build the
Richard M. Lerner, director ol
Future" June 24-28 in New Orleans. the Institute for Children, Youth and
Drs. Walters and DuFord are Families at Michigan State Univerfaculty members of the Family and
sity.
Consumer Studies department at
Wilma P. Ntinkiller, Principal
Murray State University.
Chief of the Cherokee Nation.
Approximately 2,000 professionWarren
Master,
director,
als in the family and consumer Cooperative Administrative Supsciences and allied fields, including
port Programs,Office of Workplace
representatives from leading bu- Initiatives at the U.S. General Sersinesses, members of the media and
vice Administration.
public officials from around the
Graham B. Spanier, chancellor,
world, attended the meeting.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Participants concentrated on pro- and president-elect of The Pennsylfessional and leadership developvania State University.
ment and gained insights into how
In addition, Drs. Walters and
they can address the complexities of DuFord learned about emerging
today's most pressing concerns —
trends in the field through the
with an emphasis on youth-related curriculum showcase, juried reissues — at the local, state, national search reports and a design showand international levels.
case.
Educational sessions were organFounded in 1909 as the American
ized into the following dynamic Home Economics Association, the
program tracks: Invest in YouthAmerican Association of Family
Subject Matter Focus; Professional and Consumer Sciences is an orgaDevelopment of Shape Public nization of members dedicated to
Policy; Family Friendly Policies- improving the quality of individual
Corporate/Organizational Policies/ and family life through programs
Practices; and The State of the that educate, influence public
Association/Profession
policy,disseminate information and
Sharing their insights during the publish research findings.
meeting's four major :events were
Representing nearly 20,000 pronationally recognized keynote fessionals in the family and conspeakers who have made significant sumer sciences, AAFCS members
contributions to improving the include elementary, secondary and
well-being of individuals, families post-secondary educators and admiand communities, including:
nistrators; cooperative extension
Corinne "Lindy" Claiborne agents; and other professionals in
Boggs, former congresswoman and government, business and nonprofit
champion for women and children. sectors.
Marcia Copeland, director of the
Betty Crocker Food and Publications Center for General Mills.
Judith L. Dodd, 1991 presiclem of
the American Dietetic Association.
James Garbarino, internationally
renowned advocate for the prevenSandy Boddy of 51-3 West
tion of child abuse and neglect. Ninth St., Benton, is the mother
Tahira K. Hira, professor of of a son, Cody Lyen Boddy, bom
family economics and management, on Wednesday, July 12, 1995, at
Iowa State University.
4:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Donna Klein, director of Work/ County Hospital.
Life Programs, Marriot InternaGrandparents are Peggy and
tional.
Randy Roddy of Benton.
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Laura Ellen Funderburg has
graduated with distinguished honors from Avon Grove High
School, West Grose, Pa.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Murry Funderbug of Lincoln University, Pennsylv:ania;
and the granddaughter of Mrs.
Myrtle Cooper and the late Julius
Cooper of Murray.
Funderburg received the Outstanding English Student Award
and was recognized for her leadership role on the academic competition team.
In the fall, she will attend
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy. N.Y., where she will major
in computer engineering.
::.lerburg has been awarded

made her domestic
household selections
through our bridal registry.
Renee and Paul will be
married October 14. 1995.
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Beautiful Nails Naturally
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NOW!
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Jones-Stanley vows
will be said Aug. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Gary D. Jones of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Rhoda Sue Jones, to William Alan Stanley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stanley of Fort Payne,
Ala.
A 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School, the bride-elect
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in chemistry from Murray State
University in 1991. She received a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
degree from Auburn University, Auburn, Ala., in 1995. She .has
accepted a position at Petersburg Animal Hospital, Petersburg, Va.
The groom-elect, a 1986 graduate of Valley Head High School,
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Animal and Dairy Sciences
in 1990, and a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree in 1994, both
from Auburn University. He is currently practicing at Petersburg Animal Hospital, Petersburg.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 26, 1995, at 6 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony at Fellowship
Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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OP & COMPARE
We truly appreciate you shopping our store before
purchasing a car stereo or CD player. Approx. 20
models to choose from. We are cheaper plus we have
an expert installation and service department.

World of Sound
222 S. 12th Murray • 753-5865
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Lawson girl born here
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lawson of Rt. 1, Box 331A, Melber,
are the parents of a daughter,
Hannah Fae Lawson, born on
Thursday, July 13, 1995, at 4
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds five ounces and measured
19'A inches. The mother is the
former Dona Campbell.

Grandparents are Mr. and Ms.
Joey Lawson of East Peoria, Ill.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Campbell of Paducah.

"Quick & Paintless
Automotive Dent Removal"
Hail Damage, Door Dings & Other Minor
Dents Removed, Mobile Service Available

!
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DAY SERVICE

Rt. 1, Box 45C, Alm, KY 42020
502-759-1274 • Cellular: 853-0631

Murrayan is
inducted into
honor society
CARBONDALE, Ill. — SiouxZanne D. Kilbourne-Stilwell of
100 Fox Meadows Dr., Murray,
Ky., was among 182 Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale
students inducted in the Honor
Society of Phi Kappa Phi in
recent ceremonies.
Kilbourne-Stilwell is studying
for her master's in Philosophy.
The society recognizes scholarship in all academic disciples.
Members are undergraduates,
master's and doctoral graduate
students and law students.
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the prestigious Emily Roebling
Scholarship for Women Engineers, based on her high school
record and her potential for contributing to the engineering
prolession.
She has also received a Robert
Byrd Honors Scholarship,
awarded by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania on the basis of
her high school grades, Class
standing, and standardized test

Rhoda Sue Jones
and William Alan Stanley
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We are pleased to announce that Renee Hayden,
bride-elect of Paul Smith,
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Funderburg graduates

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
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Post 26 ends
Paducah jinx
for 19-16 win
Murray's Poynor
gets win in relief;
Post 26 now 27-16
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

MARK YOUNGtedge & TImes photo

John David Poynor was the winning pitcher for Mayfield Post 26 Wednesday night as the team downed Paducah Post 31 19-16 in district
tournament play at Brooks Stadium. It was Mayfield's first win over Paducah in four years of competition.

PADUCAH — It may have
taken four years, but Mayfield
Post 26 finally managed to beat
Paducah.
The Mayfield American Legion
team, started four years ago, had
never been able to beat Paducah
Post 31, including suffering three
one-run losses this season.
But Post 26 broke through in a
big way Wednesday night, outlasting Paducah 19-16 in the first
game of the district tournament at
Paducah's Brooks Stadium.
Mayfield (27-16) is back in
action tonight at 5, taking on the
winner of Wednesday's second
game between Ballard and Princeton. The tournament is doubleelimination.
Paducah (28-17) jumped out to
a 4-0 lead in the first inning

NFL CAMP NOTES

,

There should be no running
debate in San Diego, Kansas City
or Chicago. Natrone Means, Marcus Allen and Rashaan Salaam
are Unhappy, however, and could
lose their starting positions in
those cities.
Means is seeking a new fiveyear contract worth S16.6 million, while the Chargers are
offering 'a four-year deal worth
S6.2 million. Means, who is
being fined $4,000 a day for his
absence from training, camp,
missed his fourth consecutive day
Wednesday.
Allen wasn't going to be the
every-down running back for the

Chiefs, anyway. But the way
Greg Hill has looked this summer, Allen might spend more
time on the bench than he wants.
Salaam, the Heisman Trophy
winner and the Bears' first-round
draft pick, is a holdout. His
agent, Marvin Demoff, and Chicago vice president Ted Phillips
aren't close on a deal — even
though Salaam is virtually
assured a regular spot in the
lineup if he gets to training camp.
One rookie with no such worries is Steve McNair, who played
in a controlled scrimmage against
Dallas just one day after signing
a seven-year, 528 million contract. McNair, the fourth quarterback to work for Houston, was

Despite leg injury,
Navratilova readies
for Seles exhibition
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) —
Martina Navratilova has no plans
to opt out of her heralded exhibition tennis match with Monica
Seles on Saturday, despite an
injured groin.
"Although I do have a groin
injury and am not used to being
injured, I do heal very quickly,"
Navratilova said Wednesday. Her
match with Seles is scheduled to
be played at Atlantic City, N.J.
Navratilova, 38, retired from
singles play on the WTA Tour
last November. The nationally
televised match Saturday will be
Seles' first since she was subbed
in the back by a spectator in
April 1993 in Hamburg,
Germany.
Seles has entered the U.S.
Open and her match against Nayratilova is the first in what figures to be a series of tuneups.
Navratilova injured her groin
Friday night in a World Team
Tennis match against Sacramento
and aggravated it Saturday in a
match against Charlotte.
On Monday night against New
York, the pain forced Navratilova, who plays for the New Jersey

Stars, to pull out of a mixed doubles set. She did not play singles
later in the match, but she
returned and moved gingerly during the concluding women's doubles set.
New York won the match
24-22 when Navratilova's serve
was broken.
Navratilova planned to play
only doubles in a match against
the Florida Twist at Sarasota on
Wednesday night, but the match
was rained out.
Seles has been physically
ready to play for months, according to the August issue of Tennis
Magazine.
Scles made her first public
appearance on a tennis court earlier this month when she conducted a clinic at the Special
Olympics in New Haven, Conn.
When she does return to the
WTA Tour, she will be ranked
co-No. 1 - with Steffi Graf.
Martina Navratilova will still play
Monica Seles despite a nagging
groin injury.

5-for-10 for 35 yards, including a
13-yarder to Chris Sanders on
third -and -11. -Sanders also
dropped a 50-yard pass from
McNair, who later was intercepted by Alundis Brice.
Chargers
With Means unhappy and out
of camp, fifth-year back Rodney
Culver is getting a chance to
show what he has. The Chargers
allowed Eric Bieniemy to leave
as a free agent because they had
Culver.
Now, Culver might be busier
than he could have imagined.
"What Rodney did last year
was the basis by which we felt
we could lose Eric," Chargers
coach Bobby Ross said.

"The thing that Rodney gives
us is that he's still a big back,"
Chargers running backs coach
Sylvester Croom said. "But in
addition to 'having good vision
and good feet, he's also got the
ability to catch the ball coming
Out of the backfield."
Chiefs
Hill's work has impressed
coach Marty Schottenheimer,
who admitted Hill's "paralysis
by analysis" ruined his rookie
year.
"There's evidence here in
practice that he's got a far, far
better understanding of what
we're trying to do than he did a
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Wednesday, but Post 26 countered with six runs in the second,
and led 8-5 after three innings.
Things were jest getting started
at that point, though. Paducah
closed the gap to 8-6 with a run
in the fourth, and after each team
scored twice in the sixth, Paducah took a 13-10 lead with five
runs in the seventh.
But the scoring wasn't anywhere near over as Post 26
answered Paducah's surge with a
seven-run eighth inning that gave
them back the lead for good,
17-13. Mayfield added two more
in the ninth and held off one last
rally attempt by Paducah, which
scored three runs in the bottom of
the ninth.
Tory Hicks was 3-for-4 with
five RBIs for Mayfield, while
Brent Anderson was 3-for-6 with
six RBIs, four of the runs coming
in on a bases-loaded hit that also
saw Anderson score on a Paducah
throwing error. Preston Weatherly was 3-for-5 for Mayfield and
Sean Waller was 1-4 with an RBI
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Prime Time energizes
'Stick in Giant opening

Runners losing ground in camps
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Deion Sanders returned to the clubhouse after making his Candlestick Park debut for the San Francisco Giants only to find a 49ers jersey hanging in his locker.
Sanders, an NFL free agent who helped the 49ers to a Super
Bowl championship last season but hasn't decided where he'll play
this year, was slightly taken aback by the jersey's appearance.
"It was there when I got back," he said, adding that the No. 21
mesh shirt was probably hung there for his autograph.
But Sanders' thoughts obviously weren't on football Wednesday
night when he went 2-for-4 with a two-run double to lead San
Francisco to a 4-1 victory over his old team, the Cincinnati Reds.
Last week the Giants sent pitchers Mark Portugal, Dave Burba
and center fielder Darren Lewis to the Reds in exchange for Sanders, pitchers John Roper, Scott Service, Ricky Pickett and first
baseman David McCarty.
The crowd at the 'Stick welcomed Sanders on Wednesday by
chanting "Deion! Deion!" in the fourth inning when he stepped up
to the plate with the bases loaded. Sanders responded to the attention with a two-run double to left off Reds starter Pete Schourek.
See Page 9

See Page 9

UP

Detroit's
hot Wells
beats A's
By MIKE FLAM
AP Sports Writer
David Wells extended his winning streak and the Texas Rangers extended their losing streak
on the same day Dennis Martinez
and the New York Yankees had
their successful strings stopped.
Wells, a first-time All-Star earlier this month, won his ninth
straight decision and remained
unbeaten at Tiger Stadium this
season as Detroit beat the Oakland Athletics 10-4 Wednesday
night.
In other streak stories, Martinez failed in his bid to become
the first Cleveland pitcher in 58
years to win his first 10 decisions
of a season, the Yankees had
their season-high seven-game
winning streak stopped and the
Rangers lost their 10th straight.
Wells (10-3) remained successful. He has not lost in 13 starts
since May 18, and improved to
8-0 in 10 starts at home.
Don't ask - him to classify his
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"Only the stat guys can tell
you if this is the best run of my
career," Wells said.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
106 N. 12th (next to McDunald
769•91038

LOCAL BASEBALL

Good serutce,
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.

Murray hosts Bronco Regional tourney

p
.

Murray will host the Mideast Regional Bronco Baseball Tournament, beginning Friday at the Murray-Calloway City Park.
Four Learns will compete in the three-day tournament, including
the Murray Blue All-Stars, the Marshall County All-Stars, the
Grand Lodge (Mich.) All-Stars and the Lafayette (Ind.) Armstrong
All-Stars.•
The tournament winner will advance to the Northeast Zone Tournament in Lafayette, Ind., Aug. 4. The Murray regional gets underway Friday at 5:30 p.m. Murray Blues meet Lafayette at 7:30
Friday.
Play resumes Saturday at 11 a.m. with Friday's losers squaring
off, followed by the 1 p.m. winner's game. The championship game
will be 1 p.m. Sunday.
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holdout, Phillips said, "That's all
rhetoric. We're going to keep
plugging along and see if we can
get it done. We both want to get
him in here."
Oilers
McNair got in there against
Dallas and did OK.
"He is instinctive in that he
can elude rushers and then put
the ball down the field," coach
Jeff Fisher said. "Both times he
put the ball down the field, he
was accurate with it. The one that
was intercepted really could have
come up either way. And Chris
Sanders really misjudged the first
pass, but it was thrown well."
Troy Aikman was 6-for-8 for
64 yards, including a 22-yarder to
Michael Irvin. But he badly overthrew wide-open Kevin Williams
on a streak.

FROM PAGE 8
year ago," Schottenheimer said.
"The only thing left to do is put
him in real competition and let
him go, and we fully intend to do
that."
Hill thinks he's ready.
"Now that 1 know more about
what I'm supposed to be doing, I
can go out and play the game like
I did in college," Hill said. "The
game has become fun again, and
I don't know that there were any
days in training camp last year
when 1 could have said that. Last
year every day felt like work
instead of being a game."
Bears
Salaam won't be getting into
any games, scrimmages or practice sessions anytime soon.
His agent, Demoff, cites the
Bears' unwillingness to include
incentives in a contract, including
voidable years, which would
make Salaam a free agent before
his contract expires if various
performance levels are reached_
But Phillips has said the Bears
have never had a voidable-years
contract and aren't about to start
now.
As for the possibility of a long
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$5.00
9 Holes
18 Holes
$8.00
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
• Golf Lessons Available •
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Practice Range
50C
Miniature Golf
$2.00 Batting Range
Children
$1.50
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FROM PAGE 8
In the ninth inning, a fan ran
onto the field and parodied Sanders' high-stepping endzone
dance before high-fiving the
dual-sport athlete.
"That was awesome," Sanders
said. "We need the fans to get
excited like that."
The Giants certainly could use
a few more enthusiastic fans —
attendance has taken a serious
dive this season. But Larry Baer,
the Giants' executive vice president, said the Giants didn't deal
for Sanders because of his drawing power.
"It wasn't why the trade was
made, but it certainly is a nice
by-product," Baer said.
The Giants drew 17,648 paying
fans Wednesday night.
"Hopefully, they'll be back
out tomorrow," Sanders said.
"We need fans. We play better
with fans."

Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes
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FROM PAGE 8
double.
John David Poynor, Post 26's
fourth pitcher of the night, wound
up as the winning pitcher, going
the last three innings. Ethan
Crum started the game, then gave
way to Waller in the fifth inning
with two out and none on. Waller
retired the side without allowing
any runs, and gave way to T.J.
Johnson in the sixth.
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Select From These Famous Name Brands:

Woodmen offers a
kide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact:

Mar;come
in 58
isions
; had
game
d the
a ight.
:CeSS-

20 40%
Off

;T.

1203
Chestnut
Street

Fay. Childress
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-5234
AL Woodmen
of the World

4M,

ata

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Life Insurance Society
non.t cm.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
PAPIQY

TO PLACE
AN AD

$600 Column Inch
AO% Discount 2ncl Dun.
WS Discount 3ri tun
SAIJ Acto Mal A/2 01111,S DO" Pemba.)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
.ega Notice
Notice
Personal
Cora of Thanks

32 00 per column inch *Oro tor
%are:Jay (ShoOPing Guido)

Reader Adl
30c per word, $6 00 mtnIrnurrt
1st cloy. 6C per wad per day for
each addshonal consecutive
day $2.00 eixtro for Snooper
Mies Classifieds go Into Snooping Guide) $200 •xtra for
blind boa ads

Sn Mitrncry

..or &
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
_ verock & Suppies
Poutty & %Does
Procuce
ceeo & Seeo

Yata_lair-11...512.2rspad
A $2 00 Niss wet tie moulted to mas•
coy change* to00 orlar ieocline

55C

ean
Legal
Notice

For sale by sealed
bid—three school
buses, 1984 Chevy
1990
and
4x4
Buick Century.
Contact the Calloway County Board
of Education at
753-3033.

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mop: e Homes for Reny
Mocaie ,
- oirrlti Lon tor Pent
keness Rentals
Wont TO Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms" For Rent
Houses FOr Rent
roc Rem, or Lease

080
23D
25C
29C
530

7C.

Ext
Buenas& Services
Hearing & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

470
dap
485
490
495
sap
510
520

Motorcycles

Auto Services
Auto Pans
Used Cars
Vans
Used Tr...ic ks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Notice

CATCH A WAVE!!

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Jet skis and pontoon
boats are being rented
Cypress
at
now
Springs Resort Don't
miss out - summers
almost overt,

502-436-5496

AvallabrisThru Age 94.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines lor confinement
Nursing Home lnsur
ance a more important
than ever
For free
Information call:

V/tIGHT loss stop smoking and bad habits
759-2295

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Happy 40th to our
fate brother,
John Gorham. at
Seafood Express,„

-ree °cal cern servce-

Lillie you.
Rua. Wanda,
Brenda 8 Tina

Want It Done Right? Want It Done Fast?
Personal Professional Service With A Smile
Get The Quality — Get The Connection

NAIL CONNECTION
"If Your Nails Areni Becoming To YouYou Should Be Coming To Me

Acrylic Sale
15% Off

1st Tirn• Customers
Now Until August 9, 1995
211 Maple St. • Murray. Ky. • (502) 753-9560

.// ALPINE
4* locidrordrcesqa•34.
Tapes
CD's
zsmnlencmao Car Audio

Clarion

Sunset Boulevard Alusie
Dixieland Center

763-0113

America's Second Car

a=
cm"
l
dingi
s
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Deily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
--ret

A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Enroll Now Grades K-6
..ocated at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near South, Elementary
437-4432
7534487

fOOTERS

ARE YOU DIABETIC*,You
can receive supplies no
cost to you Must have insurance or Medicare with
supplement (Medicare
must be insulin treated)
Me diCen te r
1-803-583-4747
ATTENTION Be a host
family' Scandinavian,
European, South American
and Asian high school students arriving August with
spending money and insurance CALL EMILIE
( 5 0 2 )8 3 3 - 3 2 2 9 .
1 -800-SIBLING
MONEY career, marriage
or family problems
759-2295
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804
535
Card
of Thanks

The family of
Hugh Osbron would
like to thank all the
friends and neighbors who offered
comfort through the
many expressions of
sympathy and acts
of kindness during
our
time
of
bereauemenL
A special thanks
to John Quertermous, Murray-Collo
way County Hospi
tal Staff Emergency
Room Staff Western
Baptist
Hospital
Staff Mercy Ambu
lance Service. Conti
nueCare, Purchase
Area Nutrition Prog
ram, Fern Terrace
Lodge, and Martha
Oliver and Jenny
Fair, for the loving
care they gaue
Ewing Stubble
field. Alan Martin,
Oneida While. Pallbearers and Ridge
way Funeral Home
for helping make our
loss easier to bear.
God bless each
one of you.
Carolyn Alton
dr. Family
Belly Morris
a. Family

New Enlarged Seating Area, New
Kitchen, New Menu Items With
Reduced Prices, 8,000 sq ft Antiques

Fri., July 28 & Sat., July 29
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
We will be serving BBO plates, MO sandwiches, as well as the famous TOOTER burger
and our other sandwiches, hand-dipped ice
cream, milkshakes, homemade pies and fountain drinks--all at special new low prices.

TOOTERS
fait

of downtown
Located one block
Hazel, Ky. (turn at Flre Dept.)
4924111 • Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun. 1-4:30

so
ss
60
65
70
80
95
200
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260
300

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Soe Or Trade
Want To kry
Articles For sate
App143ric es
Home Furnknings
Anticwes
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Macnines
Heavy Equipment
SPorrs Equipment
Firewood
Mosc or
M.scetoneous
TV & P000
2er3 & Supplies

0a0

fiSsitcs

DEPRESSION, stress
PMS, aging. menopause
Counseling center
'59-2295

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

3'2
320
33C
340
360

CALL

0211

PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 55 CO flat
fee or gift
COMING this month all day
Saturday work shop seminar Learn how to turn your
life from negative to positrve Discover how to get
the things you want and live
the life you desire Call
immediately for registration
details Hurry spaces urnted 759-2295

280
285

FOUND Black Terrier type
dog found in Canterbury
Sub 753 0273
LOST at Wal Mart store
gold colored Chinese bra
clet, sentimental value, re
ward for return
Call
753-3118 aher 6prn ask for
Margie
LOST Real expensive dia
mond ring Reward offered
753-2645

HOLLY WOO
PICTURE Re
needs 100 pee
& rate movies a
res Fantastic
details send
ence Respons
Sunset Blv
497 W4B W
CA 90069

ADJUSTMENTS

EMPLOYMENT
',sip wonted
Domest,c & Cheacore
Situation Wanted
Business Opportmity
instruction
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ix
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MILIMEZEIr""1111111
270
Mobile •
ale
365
For
• ease
420
Horne Loons
430
Reol Esrale
435
Lake Property
440
Lots For Sae
450
Farms For Sa-e
Homes For Sale
460
MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570
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Speech pathologists, BD teacher,
school
social
worker and school
psychologist.
Contact
Gene
Strain or Gary
Sweat,
South
Eastern Special
Education, P.O.
Box
185, Ste.
Marie, III. 62459.

618-455-3396
1 DRIVERS NEEDED. No
experience needed, no
training required to be prehired to fill 117 driving iobs
Representative in your
area this week taking applications. Call today
1-800-999-4317
2 DRIVERSOTR $1,000
sign on bonus' At Advanced Distribution System, qualified flatbed drivers start immediately Up to
31 centsrmile assigned
equip plus benefits
800-646-3438
ADMINISTRATIVE Assistant: Minimum college graduate plus 2 years experience in advertising and
marketing journalism Excellent public relations
skills required. Salary and
benefits negotiable. Applications will be accepted
through July 31, 1995
Send resume to P0 Box
1040C, Murray, Ky 42071
AVON earn $8-$15/hr. Full
or part time No door to
Benefits
door.
-800-827-4640 IND/REP.

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS paid monthly, quarterly & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
6500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefitsvacation- health & life dead
head- motetlayover- loading & unloading. COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
teams call
and
1-800-441-4394 Students
and driving school grads
Call 1-800-338-6428

APPLY now state certified
Southern Baptist teachers
K6 Emmanuel Baptist
Academy, applications
available at Blood River
Baptist Association Building, Hardin, KY or call
753-6487 or 437-4432
BUSY physicians's office
needs part time help in the
business area I lam- 8prn
3 days a week Send resume to P0 Box 1040S
Murray, Ky 42071

HELP WANTED
HOME HEALTH AIDES
ATTENTION - nurses aides in hospitals
and extended care facilities. Looking for a
change and a challenge? Talk to us about
nurse aide positions with the Purchase
District Health Department Home Heath
Agency. Discuss our competitive pay plan
and review our benefits for full-time employees. A register of qualified applicants
is being formed to fill full time, part time, or
PRN positions for Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall,
and McCracken counties. When hired,
the applicant will provide personal care
and homemaking services to clients in
their homes. Hours are primarily day shift,
weekdays. Use of personal vehicle is
required, with mileage reimbursement.
Generous fringe benefits and holidays for
full-time positions.
Beginning salary is $6.14 hourly with a
possible 10% increase in hourly wage first
year of employment. Applicants must be
high school graduates or have a GED,
one year of appropriate health related
experience (aide in nursing home, hospital, or home health agency). Applications
may be secured at any area Health
Center, or at the Purchase District Administrative Office, 320 North 7th Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

In response to exist,
anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Fhird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for
Sand 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of 58.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-MA/DIV

Career/Educational
Opportunity
Henry County Nursing Home is offering an exceptional
opportunity to earn while you learn for qualified individuals wanting a career in Healthcare.
Starting soon, a five week series of Certified
Nursing Assistant classes will be conducted by
Henry County Nursing Home. Tuition and book fees
will be furnished, as well as competitive wages.
Becoming a CNA not only allows you a fulfilling career in
healthcare, but it also opens a door to furthering your
education. Qualified applicants must be a team player
willing to work flexible yours. Class size is limited.
Henry Co. Nursing Home
RN Nurse Supervisor, Days/Full Time
LPN, All Shifts
H.C.M.C. is an E.E.O. Employer
All qualified and interested candidates please apply in
person in the Human Resources Dept. at

HIC Henry County
MIC Medical Center
301 Tyson Ave. • Paris, TN 38242

Hap
Minim(

• OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 0.M.-1 1 O.M.

NEEDED F
Welders, Minwr
lators. electric',
Ins Vac /401
EOE' Drug Sc
tact Steve
(316)378-4401
sume to (316)3
LERT CORPOI

• Doodfineis ore 2 days
In odvoncet

14•0
Wanted

CENTRAL Transpor
MMEDIATE part time
founded in 1951 is hiring opening for LPN in a physicompany drivers and iride' cian's office Please send
pendent contractors We resume to P0 Box 10400
offer liberal pay and benefit Murray, Ky 42071
packages For more infor
mabon contact Wilma Dobbins 1-800-333-1043
DRIVER- EARN TOP PAY
OTR(Shorthaul, home
weekly (Shorthaul), starting
pay up to 32c/mile, 2500
minek (longhaul) & top
notch benefits BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN-BMC EOE
DRIVERS EOE Thanks
you MAVERICK DRIVERS'
A special thank you to all
our drivers for moving a
record number of loads in
June' Maverick Transportation Inc 1-800-289-1100
Driver must be 24 YOA 1
yr OTR
DRIVERS NEEDED No
experience necessary No
cost training available to
those who qualify Many
companies ready to prehire $30,000 potential For
more information call
1-800-525-3237
DFilVERS/OTR
$1,000
sign- on bonus, new conventional equipment, great
benefits, lease program
Earn up to 29 cents per
mile Students welcome!
Cal- Ark International
800 - 950 -TEAM
800-889-1030
DRIVERS, over the road
35 states Flat with sides,
late model conventionals 3
years experience Start
30cil4le v benefits Call
800-444 6648
DRIVERS Teams up to
35c/mi to start(split)start in
'94-95 conventional Protractrve runs in automotive
lanes SOLOS up to 27 54/
Ml to start 1,200 mile average length of haul CELADON also offers 'Pay for
previous experience 'Air
ride equipment'Great benefits 'Daily per diem
800-729-9770 Dept
CE-5GE004 EOE Must be
23

Sales Position
Open
experience a must. If
you're not earnSales

ing

LOCAL Contr.
need of Indus
clans with me
years industr
ence Base rat
per hour Inqui
sumes should
P0 Box 1041
Ky 42071

its'

Help
Wanted

Immediate
Openings
For 1995-1996
School Year

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

Advertisers cue requested to
check thes fIrst insertion of
then ode for any error. Murray
Ledger & Timed will be reaponsible lot only one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported immedl-crier), so COtleC11011$ con be
mode.

$25,000

753-6433
EARN 51000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO. FL
32814
FARM FOR PROFIT, INC
High income sales opportunity in selected local
areas for outstanding farmer who emoys helping
other farmers Agriculture
degree preferred
800-232-7693
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your area
Part-time hrs fullume pay,
over 800 items Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Call
1-800-488-4875
FULL time manager Neon
Beach Tanning Salon and
Mini
Storage
7 45am 3 00pm Mon Fri
Bring resume arid fill out
application at location on
1312 Whitnell
GET PAID TO SHOP'$347
WEEKLY As 'Mystery
Shopper' for local stores
Check friendliness, cleanliness Shop for t v 's
clothes, more' WE PAY
FOR IT YOU KEEP
Apply, send SASE Shoppers, 9852W Katella, Dept
168 418 Anaheim, CA
32804

NEED dependable person
to babysit 6wk old baby
weekdays Must have ex
cellent references
753-9394

NURSES Aide,'
train and work
needed Not a fi
lion Need a ma
person who ei
working with the
pleasant enviro
transportation
required Call
at 753-7109 ti
ment EOE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MURRAY HEAD START
CENTRAL OFFICE

HEALTH SPECIAUST — Applicants must
have a Bachelor's degree in health, nutrition,
nursing, or a human services field. This
individual will be responsible for providing
health care services for preschool children
served through partnerships with local school
districts in eight Purchase Area counties within
our service area. Must possess strong organization and communication skills and be willing
to travel within our service area working with
local professionals. Position is for 200 days
per year.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT — Applicants
must be a high school graduate or equivalent
and possess excellent knowledge of Child
Plus and WordPerfect software. Applicant will
provide telephone and on-stte technical assistance to workers in our eight-county service
area. Must be able to process multiple work
assignments and be familiar with a variety of
office procedures.
SECRETARY — Applicants must be a high
school graduate or equivalent and possess
above-average computer skills in WordPerfect. Position requires the ability to process
multiple work assignments and to meet deadlines with accuracy under pressure.
A benefit package is available for all
positions.
Interested persons should request an
application from the Murray Haad Start
offIc.e, (502) 753-6031 and Submit to:

PARAMEDICAL
uncertain aboL.
ture? APPS,
stable, fastest
surance exami
will tlX that
sales and ad
personnel call
502 339-7600

PART time
needed in the P.
assist with Chr
phone calls ph
man's Nursery,'
Beverly

PART time C
Receptionist/
needed We are
individual who
learn all aspe
practice Must h
& enjoy people
sume to P 0 E
/Murray. Ky 421

PLUMBER 13/
Maintenance I
Full time postio
efits High schen
or equivalent wit
of experience
plumbing works
mechanical rot
experience reqL
be able to perfor
cal rnaintenanc
Son, and repair
of rotating equ'i
associated part
required to pe
type of work con
renovation, ma
and repairs to
and related sy
equipment for ur
alines. Salary
hour Apply at t
sources. Sparks
ray State Univ
Box 9, Mur
42071-0009 MI
is an EEO, n
employer

Judy Whitten
Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray KY 42071
Applications will be accepted until 4:00 p m.
on August 1, 1995,
An Equal Opportunay Employer

OPENING SOON

TENDER HEARTS
DAY CARE
Owned &. Operated By:
Nancy Ingram & Dana McCallon
Located Off 121 North on Hwy.
299 Toward Hirksey

PRODUCTION
NEL Day shift
ter probation
duction pay can
$7 75/hr after 31
company Apply
at Mid- Amenc
Inc , Hwy 641 By
to n
KY
502 52 7 50C
America Homes
Opportunity Em

Call 489-2538 or 753-5220

a

year you need to
contact John at

NO EXPERIEt
TO $900 %
POTENTIAL T
ING MORTG
FUNDS OM
1714)502-1520
(24 HOURS)

REGISTRATION
For New and
Beginner Students

ROOFERS net
based on ex
559 8154

August 1
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

SAFETY ar
$2150,per mo
will train, cal
9am•lpm
502 759-9130

Ages 3 and up
Corner So. 9th & Fairlane
753-4647

Lyndia Cochran Dance & Gymnastics

SECRETARY/
ist for local office
customer servn
payroll, clerical ,
duties Compufi
cellent typing
quired Send r
Personnel Dire
Box 1040E, N
42071

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

MALE
$1161
14 18

SOMEONE to I
fant in my home,
have excellent r
Call 759 4583

FEMALE
$9 20
10 96

TRUCK DRIVE
can be horn
weekend open
Southeast Reg
earning up to 29
Call Beech
1-800 399-3902

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
60
17 50
13 09
65
21 78
15 54
19 33
70
27 31
75
38 77
26 18

TRUCK
INEXPERIENCI
pare our traininc
train at our Tra
ters, No paymi
lodging. Paid tot
completion Gi
ennployment B
TRANSt
1 800 822 3644

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

070
Waseall
HEATING & cooling ductwork installers 435 4699

Wed to
Mon of
Murray
1340 fee Inca(' ilifrOf
Timedi-

con be

)RS:
i p.m.
1 a.m.
days

able person
k old baby
st have ex
erences

.E
IT

Its Must
iutrition,
. This
roviding
children
I school
is within
organia willing
ing with
)0 days

plicants
divalent
if Child
cant will
II assisservice
le work
triety of

a a high ,
1OSSGSS
ordPer3focess
It deadfor all
eat an
Start
to:

CUp m

HOLLYWOOD MOTION
PICTURE Research firm
needs 100 people to watch
& rate moves at local theatres Fantastic money, for
details send SASE Audience Response. 8491 W
Sunset Blvd . Dept
497-W4B. W Hollywood
CA 90069
LOCAL Contractor is in
need of industrial electricians with minimum of 5
years industrial experience Base rate at $t400
per hour Inquiries and resumes should be sent to
P0 Box 1040N Murray
Ky 42071
Pirdefitteri
NEEDED
Welders, Millwrights insulators, electhaans, health
Ins Vac '401K'Holidays,
EOE/ Drug Screen Cantact Steve Laverty
(31613784401 or fax resume to (316)3783900 ALERT CORPORATION
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502 1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)
NURSES Aide CNA Will
train and work all shifts as
needed Not a fulltime position Need a mature flexible
person who would enpy
working with the elderly in a
pleasant enviroment Own
transportation & telephone
required Call Glada Dodd
at 753-7109 for appointment EOE
PARAMEDICAL personnel
uncertain about your future/ APPS. KY most
stable, fastest growing insurance examination firm
will fix that Examiners.
sales and adminstrative
personnel call Gary Doyle
502 339-7600
PART time employee
needed in the Patio Shop to
assist with Christmas No
phone calls please Hoffmans Nursery,94E. ask for
Beverly
PART time Orthodontic
Receptionist/ Assistant
needed We are needing an
individual who is eager to
learn all aspects of our
practice Must be energetic
& enjoy people Send re
sume to P 0 Box 1040M,
/Murray, Ky 42071
PLUMBER B/ General
Maintenance Mechanic
Full time position with benefits High school graduate
or equivalent with two years
of experience in general
plumbing work and general
mechanical maintenance
experience required Must
be able to perform mechanical maintenance, installation, and repair to a variety
of rotating equipment and
associated parts Will be
required to perform any
type of work connected with
renovation, maintenance.
and repairs to plumbing
and related systems and
equipment for university facilites Salary $739 per
hour Apply at Human Resources. Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, Ky
42071-0009 Murray State
is an EEO, M"F/D, AA
employer
PRODUCTION PERSONNEL Day shift benefits after probation period Production pay can make up to
$7 75"hr after 30 days with
company Apply in person
at Mid- America Homes,
Inc , Hwy 641 Bypass, BenKY
42025
to n
502-527-5006
Mid America Homes is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

CE

10

tan
ualify for

ireferrnIicy

MALE
920
096

IP
309
5 54
333
18

ase

•
KY

4199
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WILL do house cleaning,
some odd jobs Call days &
evenings. Betty and Nancy
474-2131
WILL sit with elderly Exp
and refer Call 753-4590
Info

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2500 part time
$iwoo full time monthly,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Investment required Software purchase
plus computer Financing
available
1 800-722 SAMS
BRIDAL & Formal wear
store for sale Great price
753-4104
DEALERSHIP •Gourmet
candy •No competition,
8hrs/week. 68% profit,
StOOK per yr very possible, expansion financing,
limited areas available Call
1-800-251-8112 Investment required
lix
InitreCtkal
COMPUTER TRAINING
$1/month Join over 60 000
readers For free issue call
502-339 9672, or send
name and address to Computer Times, 3135 Sunfield
Circle. Louisville, Ky
40241

ALWAYS CHECK WITH
HAWKINS RESEARCH
FOR YOUR COMPUTER
& OFFICE NEEDS. 1304-E
CHESTNUT
ST
502-753-7001.
APPLE IIGS computer system 37, and 51/. disk
drives, color monitor, Imagewriter II printer Software includes Appleworks
and numerous games,
$900 obo Call 753-8385
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
RESTAURANT equipment
plus table & chairs
436-5560
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles, Coca-Cola
items, civil war artifacts,
stone whiskey lugs with advertising, gas & oil advertising, glassware, old toys,
etc Phone 753-3633 ask
for Larry
WANT to buy Volkswagon
in good condition
492-8214

Articles
For Sale
19

SOLD

2 CHEST freezer. Yamaha
4 wheeler 350, set golf
clubs. bag & cart. 2 bicycles. 2 wheel & 3 wheel
474-2378
AIR framing nailer, Bosttch, never used, still in
box, $350 753-9585

ROOFERS needed, pay
based on experience
559 8154

ATS Inc offers RCA 18'
digital satellite dish, big
screen televisions, over
175 channels buy direct
and SAVE Call today for
free color catalog
1 800 553 5443

SAFETY advisors,
$2150per mo Company
will train. call Mon -Fri
9am-1pm
only
502 759 9130

BOGARD Trucking and Excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446

SECRETARY/ Receptionist for local office Full time,
customer service, billing,
payroll, clerical and phone
duties Computer and excellent typing skills required Send resume to
Personnel Director P 0
Box 1040E, Murray, Ky
42071

BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters discount warehouse.
America's largest archery
supplier, stocks over 5,000
bow hunting items at
20-40% off retail Call
1-800 735 2697 for free
160 page catalog

SOMEONE to babysit infant in my home,days Must
have excellent references
Call 759-4583 after 4pm
TRUCK DRIVERS You
can be home every
weekend operating only
Southeast Region while
earning up to 29c per mile
Call Beech Trucking
1-800 399 3902 EOE

ski
EXO NORTIC Tr
•rch
exer
.
90123
$45
swi
1302
e 753 6657
FOR sale almost new wedding dress Call 759-2541
or 759 9215 leave
message

FOR sale Pine 2-x6x1411,
$3/Eta Pine 2x4x8ft,
$1 15/ox Pine lx6x8ft
Shea Mobile home windows with screens, $6/ea
TRUCKERS/
Call 435-4494
INEXPERIENCED, compare our training program, GIGANTIC 50% off sale.
Vain al our Training cen- everything in the store exters, No payments, Paid cept shoes Wedding,
lodging. Paid training after prom. pageant & party
completion Guaranteed dresses, veils, hats, slips &
eMployment BUILDERS bra's Greatest sale of a
TRANSPORT lifetime Starting Monday
July 17th everything goes
1 800 822 3644
All sales final Images! Mr
Texeclo. 916 S 12th St
Bel Air Shopping Center
759 4104

CLASSIFIED

I CI

240

Ankles
For Sala

Domastle
& Childcare

GOOD clean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices
J0 Cub Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247 4456
GOOD running riding mow
ers $150 $250 push
mower $50 753-8292
LAWN tractor $250 Tiller
$100 Waterbed $80 Car
seats $20 Commodore
computer $125 obo on
each item 759 4929

Public
Sato

Molar
Nemo For Rent
NICE small 2br traitor daily
or weekly recently rede
coated quiet country setting near lake access to
ARE you planning your boat ramp & dock perfect
WEDDING in Gatlinburg? for weekend getaway on
Let our experienced staff lake no parses or pets
help you with your plans 436 5571
We provide photographs
flowers, videos, lodging
Call
MEMORIES
Mobilo
1-800242 7115
Homo Lots For Rent
ALPINE CD 8 Et) $275
bane subwoofer $125
753-8353

MOBILE Home Village
$80"mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

NICE efficiency apt just oft
campus Some
paid available
$200 mo & $240 mo Coin
man RE 753 9898
NICE unfurnished 2br
apartment 921N 16th St
$275.mo plus security de
posit Call 436 5416
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent 'rousing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

'GET married' candlelight
ceremony $99 00 beautiful
weddings affordable
prices Christian services
NEW park newer model
large or small elegant
homes only Concrete
chapel receptions honey
drives & walks Trash pick
moon lodging no blood test
up & city water $100.mo
ROOMMATE wanted to
or
waiting
492 8488
share 2or apartment Share
1 800 893 7274
half of all household exNORTHWIND Mobile
penses 759-4011
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN 1
MUST sell 2 ARCH STEEL
Home Park 753-9866
Be
married
in
a
secluded
BUILDINGS used for disWELL maintained and
play at farm show 25x24, new hilltop chapel surlandscaped 3yr old duplex
30x36 No reasonable offer rounded by trees and
2br 2 bath, central gas heat.
Smoky Mountain views, No
refused, huge savings fielectric air, center garage,
blood test waiting period'
nancing available
appliances, lyr lease 1 mo
1-800 729 4365
1000 SQ FT OFFICE deposit
1-800 222 6335
No pets
space or small business, 759-4586
WEDDINGS
OLDNEW metal siding & roof
plenty of parking
FASHIONED
Candlelite
ing Cover 36' cut to length
753-6106,753-3258
in 10 colors, galvanized ceremonies Smoky Mounand galvalume Secondary tains Chapel, overlooking DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
if available Portable car- river, near Gatlinburg
port kits 489-2722 or HORSE DRAWN CAR- $175/mo including all utili- 2000 SQ FT 3BR 2 bath
RIAGE.
Cabins,
Jacuzzis
ties Also nice suite of of489 2724
Ordained Ministers Com- fices with windows, home, garage, no pets, 901
Fairlane. $650rmo
OLD exercise bike in fair plete arrangements No $595/mo including all usl
489-2741
condition, $20 Call test/waiting HEARTLAND ties 753-1266
759-9215
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)
2BR 1 bath brick. ap
OFFICE or business 1000
phances, wd hook-up, no
PRESSURE CLEANERS
sq ft 308N 12th next to
pets, lease & references
22o
PSI 1760 $199, 20005399,
Faye s 753-9212
required Hwy 121 North, 1
Mobil*
3000 $699, 3500 $899
Wined For Sale
OFFICE or retail building, mi past Graves County
Factory direct tax-free,
Line, $325/mo 489-2440
zoned
B2,
approx
1600
sq
prompt delivery Since 14x70 JAMAICA elec ric
ft , NE corner 13th & Pop1972 Call 24hrs FREE ca- heat & central
3BR 1'4 bath house with
2 lar Call 753-6001
talog 1 800 333-WASH bath, nefamily room Central Nat
ated
(9274)
great neighborhood' 1120
aPP
SO° pole & OFFICE space for rent
Circarama $650, lease
Cen$350.mo
plus
ove
deposit
$8,500
SEGA Genesis Core Sysdeposit
753-8734
tury
21
37
4953
Loretta
Jobs
Realtem, two controllers and
two games, Ms Pacman 1983 14x65 MOBILE home tors 753 1492 ask for Tina
3BR house on Poplar, no
and PGA Tour III. only 20 2br, 1 bath, central air,
pets. deposit & references
Sin
hours of use. $180 value kitchen appliances in753-3300
Want
only $130 Call 753-9290
cluded, underpinning &
LARGE 2br house, gas
To Rent
SMITH Mattress Factory deck, $7,000 489-2529
heat, small fireplace, large
Ky 1984 14x60 2BR 1 bath, RETIRED military family yard, 631 N 4th, $350 mo
Symsonia
502 851 3160 We can $8 000 must sell 759-4495 moving to Calloway County 753-2339, 753-8767
wants to rent 3-4br house
build any size mattress1
after 4prn
SMALL 2br house located
Call 753-0896
SOLOFLEX includes leg 1986 14x70 MOBILE
on Hwy 280 by East
extension & butterfly at- home, 3br. 2 bath, $8.900
Elementary, $285/mo, no
tachments, $825 Call obo 753-4223
pets 1br apt located near
759-9841
by Call 753-8848 before
1990 BELMONT 3br 2
8pm
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN- bath, 14x80 on 2 acres of
1.2.300 acts Furnished
NING BEDS Commercial- land East of Murray
very nice near MSU No
3611
Home Units From $199
753-7644
pets
75 3 - 1 25 2
For Rent
Buy factory direct and
Or Lew
SAVE' Call Today for 1992 25' INNSbRUCK days 753-0606 after 5pm
travel trailer, set up for year
FREE NEW Color Catalog
round use in Riviera 1 OR 2br apts near down- CREEKVIEW Self storage
1-800-462 9197
Courts. Murray, excellent town Murray 753-4109
warehouses on Center
SWIMMING pool distribu- condition, $8,500
2- 30R furnished acts in Drive behind Shoney's
tor must sell its entire inven- 753-1724
New Concord, walking dis- $20-$40mo 759-4081
tory of huge 31'x19' 00
lake
tance
to
family sized pools complete CLOSE out on many 1995 502-436-5932
with sundeck, fence, and models111 As always, no
filter for only $9591! Act fast' one no where has a better 2BR Embassy Apartments,
100% financing1 Call now housing value that Dinkins central gas heat, available
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy 79 now $300 mo Coleman
toll free 1 800-759 6058
10 GRAIN fed Holstein
Paris.
In
E.
RE, 753-9898
Ask for Kelli Limited area
steer, average weight 650
-8064291
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- pounds, 50c a pound
FOR sale 1974 12x50 2br 1 land Westy Village. 1br 753-2118
bath gas heat, needs work, apartment, utilities inBFIANGUS bulls 18mo old,
Appliances
asking $2,500 Call cluded, rent based on in$600- $750 435-4330
759-9382
come 55 & older, handicap
after 5pm
FRIGIDAIRE washer &
& disabled Equal Housing HORSES for sale, saddles
dryer, $100/both 759-9752 JUST reduced
y re- Opportunity
& bridles 489-2570
after 5pm
12x65 502 354
8888.
•
SOO ted lot,
54,9
MUR-CAL Apartments now
12
accepting applications for
MOBILE HOME LOANS 1, 2 and 3br
apartments
Sellers/Buyers/Owners
Phone 759-4984 Equal 6 WEEKS old Blue Heels
BEDROOM suite 4pc , 2 Green Tree Financial 5%
Housing Opportunity
puppies, $35/ea
twin beds with frame, 2 down payment Refinancwaterbed mattresses, 1 ing Equity loans Land/ MURRAY Manor Apart- 753-8506
MOVING sale Bargain
prices for quality items Roil
top computer desk. desk
chair 'oriental rug bunk
beds with chest, ladies new
golf clubs golf print gas
grill 753-21C0

queen, 1 king with heater &
liner, color t v , 2 maple
chest, china cabinet with
light & glass shelves
492-8615
LADIES 8 drawer dresser
with mirror Mens 5 drawer
Hi Boy 80% waveless,
queen waterbed with headboard, side rail covers 2
sets of Noritaki china, 8
place setting. Rosay pattern Kent pattern, like new
After 3 30pm 753-2017

Home Realtor calls welcome 1-800-221-8204.
1-800-554-8717
WE move mobile homes for
the public Today's Homes,
Benton Ky 502-527-5645

Mobile
Homes For Rent

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

200
Sports
Equipment

ments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mort-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
NEW 1br extra nice, completely furnished, some unStites paid, $285/mo no
pets 436-2722
NICE 3br apt central hia.
located on campus, closer
walk than dorms to MSU,
very, very low utilities, 2
people $400/mo, 3 people
$450Mo 753-2339 or
753-8767

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

12TH STREET MOTORS

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD also tree ser
vice 436-2562

104 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
Telephone 502-753-8553
Owner
Johnny (Ringo) Crouch

Associate
DJ. Barnhill

SUMMER SALE
1994 Ford Taurus GL
4 dr , loaded

ALESIS HR16 drum machine, $175 759-1622
KIMBALL console piano,
excellent condition $800
759-1770 after 6pm
PRACTICE piano for sale
good condition. $200 obo
492 8536 leave message
please
240
kiscrillanitous
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING in the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg-s
little log chapel Charming
rustic, borders national
park A dream wedding to ht
budget
your
1-800554 1451
GATLINBURG S PREMIER wedding chapel
Simple to exquisite Indoor
and outdoor settings Elegant 'Romantic •Picturesqua •Affordable No waiting, no blood test Chapel in
the Glen 1 800 537 1505

1993 Pontiac Sunbird
2 dr, auto, air, 30,xxx miles
1993 Chevy Astro Van CL
Loaded, 40,xxx mules
1993 Ford Tempo GL
4 dr., loaded, 39,xxx miles
1993 Toyota Tercel DX
2 dr., 5 speed, 53,xxx miles
1992 Subaru Loyal4 dr. 5 speed, 24,xxx miles
1992 GMC Sonoma Pickup
29 V/6, 5 speed
1992 Mitsubishi Mighty Max Pickup
Air, 5 speed, 34,xxx miles
1989 Ford Aerostar Van XLT
Rear air, dean, 93,xxx mites
1989 Dodge Grand Caravan LE
1985 Chevy Silvered° 4c4
Auto
1961 Chevy Silverado
Auto, air
1985 Ford Custom F150 4.4
1987 Ford Custom F150
6 Cyl , 5 speed
1987 Nissan 200 SX
2 dr. 5 speed
1964 DalaUfl Nissan 300 ZX
All The Buttons, Super Clean
1991 Nisaan Sentra XE
4 dr., auto, 51,xxx miles

S10,295
$8,595

AKC REGISTERED Miniature Schnauzer pups
759-4476
AKC YORKSHIRE Terrier
puppies 1-901-644-2617
in Paris. Tn
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

COPELAND Orchard
peaches & nectarines, now
available 2 miles West o
Mayfield off Hwy 80
502 623-8312
FUTRELL Farms has large
quantities of squash, cum
cumbers sweet corn,
purple hull peas & tomatos
for sale Reasonable
prices Call 753-8848 between 5 30am 8 30pm
PLENTY of ripe peaches.
Biscoe, the improved El
berta & Crest Haven Will
have peaches through July
$16/bu Bring your own
container on Hwy 83, 4mi
West of Tri City 382-2360

$12,995
$6,395
$7,995
66,995
$6,995

MOVING
SALE

$5,950
$6,195
$5,695

$4,299

$3,195
$1,995
$6,913

Fri., July 28
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
1317 Poplar St.
Murray

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Community
Yard Sale
July 27 28 & 29
Hillery's Country
Store
2.9 !Tales from light
In Hazel
Clothes
antiques
rest equipment etc
Call 492-6160

Garage Sale
Sat. 7 am.-2 p.m
2 miles east on 94 to
Van Cleve, left on
Bethel Church, left
on Cook Rd.
Moving - household
'terns plus 11 ft sailboat windsurfer, girl's
bike, tees, geriatric
chair.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Frl 1 am.4 pin
Sat I a.m.-2 p.m.
707 Roper
Mugs docks tan, redo, him
ter. 100 planl cards. My*
rata. B-Sigra, camera, girls
doges, books, lAcDonalds
toys, stuned animals, puz
ties. other loys, Sad cage &
mu& more
Rain or Slane
No Eery arca

Yard Sale
Martin Heights
1562 Mockingbird
Drive
July 28 & 29
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Moving Sale - TV's,
jewelry, golf clubs,
tan,
auto
ramps,
books, kitchenware

YARD SALE
Sat, July 29
7 a.m.-Noon
806 Broad St.
King sized Somme wirderbed
Marital set, houssnold de
consirg sems loads ol baby
supplies ard olotrieg 'new
born to 2T), mans arid wo
meria clothing, too
Held under capart Si
case of rain

TtiuHL'At

IL7

JULY 27

kibec
Sow

YARD SALE
Friday, July 28
8 a m-2 p m.
303 S 6th St
•

as" Tide*,
sitaldittig west

are vial mars* ac .-•
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5 ACRES ioina Blood
R.vet subdivision access
o water beautiful buiiding
sites $24 500 easy terms
759 1922
4 PLUS acres road hen
cage nice location beaus
WI building site Call
753 7868
6, ACRES wooded area
near Miller Golf Course
Call 489 2768 daytime
489 2161 after 8pm
CUT the red tape by selling
yOur real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Re
airy 753 5086
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state- certified
Call 489 2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty proles
sional real estate manage
ment residential commer
cial (aliow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting occupancy im
p•ouing move 753-4444
E duplex apt for sale in
ti,,rthwocrd Subdivision
each side features 2br arid
1 bath Offered at $82,000
thru Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS#3000366
SOUTHWEST of Murray
Call after 6pm 435-4383

Bs

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
'BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

COMMUNITY YARD SALE
Saturday, July 241h
7:00 a.m. to ?
Pioneer Convenience Mart
Lynn Grove, Ky.
The Lynn Grove Community will hold a gent yard sale
across from Pioneer A wide variety of clothes
household darns, toys. hanAure arid general merchandise will be for sale
Barbecue rbs and chicken (whole or half) and
hamburgers will be available
The pubic a invited to participate If you are Interested
in displaying items tor sale or tor more inlormabon call
Pioneer 435-4500
Come pin the kin • take Hwy 94 West from
Murray - 6 miles

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Pate Effective April 1, 1995
Call 753-1916 tor details.

1441111291=1951M19119inanittkr,r'''-T"MTs;:'.

LAKE LOT SALE 1 Estate
size homesites with private
lake access in Kentucky
From $8 900 Financing
FREE color brochure Call
now 800 858-1323 ext
3957 Woodland acres

4 LOTS between Murray &
Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
Each lot 200ft road fron
tage, gas water 8 cable
753 2041 between 6pm
8pm
BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights to
behind Gatesbor
ough $13900 753 2339
LARGE residential single
family building lots wooded
& non wooded sites avail
able 641 North to 464
West Stay on 464 West
approximately', mile, turn
right at'Deer Ridge Estate
sign For more information
call 502 753 8890
LOTS in Oswalt Manor
Subdivision approximately
1 acre Call 489-2768 daytime.489-2161 after 8pm
MULTI family lot for sale
100x 165 in Cambridge Es
tales Offered at $11,500
thru Kopperud Realty
753 1222 IALSi 3000407
SOUTHWEST area
acre building lots each with
200th road frontage restricted,$12,500
435 4548 after 5pm
AC0
Farms
For Sala
103 ACRES all fenced in
surveyed 2 barns a garage.
2 small buildings, tool shed
3br doublewide with house
roof & carport added pond
stocked with ash Shown by
appointment only
436 5648

3BR 2 bath brick with shop
in Stella Kirksey area
759-4902 after 7pm

Public Auction
Sat., July 29th, 1995 at 10 a.rn. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy. 121 South
through Coldwater. Turn south onto Hwy. 1838 follow to
auction. From Murray,Ky.take 94 Wiest to Lynn Grove. Watch
for auction signs.
Color t.v.'s -(31 nice cook stoves- 2 ref., one with icemaker .121 sets of
washers & dryers. dishwasher - beautiful dining room suite, table &
6 chairs,2leaves & pads - nice large china cabinet- also a server - nice
wood corner breakfast set with L booth and 2 matching chairs - nice 4
piece bedroom suite - nice 3 piece bedroom suite - 2 nice water beds,
one king size - nice bed & chest - (2)electric organs - fancy knee hole
desk - other knee hole desk - electric sewing machine - stereo - 5
dining chairs - nice couch & chair - recliners - odd chairs- odd chest &
vanities - odd post bed - hidabed couch - quilt box - old quilts &
blankets - nice table lamps - costume jewelry - small kitchen
appliances, vacuum cleaner .37,000 gal. pool filter - 8 h.p. & 16 h.p.
gas engines -3 piece race car bedroom suite- Ashley wood heater -old
glass & china - Dayton national unit heater - milk cans - exercise
equipment. 2 exhaust fans - 10-50,000 B.T.U. gas furnaces - 12,000
B.T.U. window air cond. - vented gas logs -(1181 fiberglase step ladder
.11)10' fiberglass step ladder -shop vacuum - truck tool box - 1976
Dodge Cordoba - air compressor - 2 wheel trailer - tires & wheels used lumber - concrete steps • hand & garden tools & much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information and your auction needs 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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28R 1 bath large tot in
town guaranteed housing
loan available up to 100%
financing available Call
Greys
759 2001
Properties
2BR brick psi outside city
sunroom carport
central Na,$67900 Cole
man RE 753 9898
3BR 2 bath fenced back
yard storage building
landscaped appliances
Located 102 N 18th St
$70 500 753 8007
38R beck with attached
garage completely remod
sled
1205 Melrose
$58,500 753 6855
3BR duplex for sale
753-7947
38R house with large yard
& storage 9mi out 121N
priced in low 60's
489-2296

FOR s,aie t,y owner 3 or Opr
24 baths 5200 sq It
9-101t ceilings hardwood
floors. view Giro gas fireplace whirlpool bath.
16x24 master bedroom
lots of closets In Southwest school district with city
utilaes on 2 acres with
30x30 shop Must see this
home
Call now at
753 4873
HOME in country lust 5
miles North of Murray Approximately 3600 sq ft ,
abr, 42x48 horse barn on
8
acres all fenced, all
built in 1994 Call 753-7934
after 4pm
HOUSE in Center Ridge
Subdivision near the lake
2br 2 bath Will sell or trade
Call 489-2768 daytime
489-2161 after apm
HOUSE in Stella on
wooded lot, recently redecorated Wit sell or trade
Call 489-2768 daytime,
489-2161 after 8pm

BEAUTIFUL brick-, vinyl
home in Martin Heights, 3lx
2 bath, large den w.th fireplace, eat in-kitchen over- NEW 2 story brick home in
sized double garage and city, 4br 2',/, bath
much more, Priced to sell 759-2571 435-4013 or
753-2970
435 4040
FOR Investors 2812 sq ft
new duplex Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1100 mo Price $130000
492-8516 or 752 -.:21

NEW 3br homes priced in
70s 680 s financing available will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

Quality Sound it Lighting Since 1980 *

Saind Wave Productions
Mobile DJ and Sound Reinforcement Services
Quality sound and lighting for all occasions
Hundreds of song titles available in all styles
of music from the 50's to the present.

For Bookings Call

NEW affordable homes
2-3br in city Stare at mid
50 s financing available
payments less than rent
Sidewalks storm sewers
curbs & aM underground
utilities 753 4444
NEW home Coles Campground Rd 3bit 2 bath cen
*aloes& electric lBOOsqft
Irving area on 1 22 acres
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
NEW home ready now
38R 2 oath master bath
has whirlpool 9Ft ceilings
hardwood floors custom
cabinets fireplace lots of
closets 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753-4873
PEACE & tranquility can be
yours in this 2-3br 2 bath,
quality home with over
2000.
sq ft of living area,
central ha, 2 garages, boat
shed nestled on 8 wooded
lots, 3 minutes from Ky
Lake, $82,500 Contact
Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSe 3000368
THIS new 3br 2 bath home
can be yours for a very
reasonable price 2 car attached garage included
Central gas heating & central air Offered at $84,900
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS, 3000092
WHY pay high rent when
you can buy a quality 2br 2
oath in the $80'5
759-2571
470
Motorcycles
1978 GOLDWING GL1000
38,XXX miles, good condi
son, $1,100 obo 753-9786

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 12 til 2

1980 OLDS station wagon
350 V-8, pis, pt. at, a-c,
runs good, good tees, $950
obo 436-5035
'984 BUICK LeSabre Limited, 2dr, all options, well
maintained, and extra
sharp, 123,XXX miles,
$2300 obo 753-2507

i:11:1
2128 Southwest Drive
(East off Gibbs Store Rd.)
2186 sq ft NEW HOME,3 BR, 2 bath, great room All
rooms are Large, four ceiling fans, seven closers,
columns in dining room dbl gar. OfferS considered
Janet Housden 753-0090

County Line Produce
Opening for Season

Sweet Corn,
•
%bassioS....•
"

()trier varie'AS of sweet corn &
vegetab!es avai!ab!e soon.

121 North Graves Calloway
County Line Road
Open 7 days a week

1984 FIERO SE Call
753-8404 ask for Ronnie
Hager
1984 GRAY BMW 325E
straight six 5sp Leave
message 492-8355
1986 BUICK LeSaIxe 4dr,
V-6,$4,200 436-2182
1966 CHEVROLET Celebrity, $1400 753-9585
489-2273
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
clean Call 492-8566 after
4pm
1987 MUSTANG LX convertble dark red, black top
automatic loaded, 73,000
miles, $5000 firm
753-9365
1988 DELTA 88 Royale
Brougham 38 V-6, sunroof, loaded, $2.450 obo
1988 Beretta auto, air, new
tires $2,850 obo 1988
Chevrolet Spectrum, auto
air, $1,950 obo 1986 Cavalier RS, auto. air, $1,500
obo 753-1522, 759-4806

New Home ready now Three bedroom 2 bat
master bedroom has whirlpool 9 ft ceilings hardwood floors custom cabinets fireplace lots of
closets 3 000 sq ft in Southwest Villa Subdivision
Call now at 753-4873

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO,
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333 Service and Quaid), At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

198 4 GMC SEiRRA
Classic loaded a/c, 350
motor, auto, $2.500
436 2299 it no answer
leave message
1986 FORD F150 ext cab
Lanet XLT miles low excellent condition $7,000
obo 474-8331 leave
message
1990 FORD F250 auto
pis pit dual tanks radial
tires white on blue runs
$ 4 350
great
502 675-4050 Dealer
1991 NISSAN Pathfinder
4cIr 5sp loaded, 33 XXX
miles Call 753-9339
1993 FORD Explorer Eddie Bauer 4dr 4x4, loaded
like new 37,500 miles
Andy
Hooper
901-642-4512 Parrs, Tn
1993 Toyota 4wd pick-up
dark blue, 48,XXX miles,
ac & CD, $12.500 obo
759-4223, 437-4868
1994 CHEVY S10 LS ext
cab, V6, automatic, loaded
color raspberry metallic
$12,500 firm
Phone
753-6065
1994 TOYOTA x-cab, at,
27,XXX miles, $12,900
1994 Camry stationwagon
LE 35,XXX miles. $16.900
753-4470
FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silverado, black &gray with
gray interior, loaded
79 XXX miles 527-5294 after 5pm
JEEP 1995 Wrangler, blue
4cyl, 4x4. warranty,
14,XXX miles $14,000
753-9524
ri2a

1989 DODGE Colt body
wrecked, engine & transmission good 759-3016
leave message
1989 DODGE Daytona ES
blue &silver, aic cruise, tilt,
new tires, good condition,
83 XXX miles, 759-2005
759-1565

1979 EVINRUDE 140
newly rebuilt, power trim
stainless steel prop, heavy
duty trailer. 17-1911
345-2069
A TERRY bass boat 115hp
Mercury, foot control trolling motor. $1,950 obo Call
492-8836 after 6pm
PONTOON boat 24 Aloha
50hp Evinrude new floor,
new carpet 436-2223
530

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes Gaiters offices
Wultts Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUSTOIA bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Shear
DAVID S cleaning services We clean vinyl. brick
&rye ways sidewalks mobile homes RV 759-4734
DRYWALL finishing, re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, tree trimming, Mark 436-2528
ALCOA vinyl siding & trim
Replacement windows Bill
Speed 492-8103

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings
remodeling. repairs, AGC
certfied 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1992 EXPLORER Eddie
Bauer, white, 41,XXX
miles 753-4856

ASPHALT driveway sealing, free estimates
753-2279

1992 PONTIAC Grand Am

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515

1993 MAZDA Protege LX
4dr, loaded one owner, low
mileage 759-9405

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

VOLKSWAGON Golf 1985
2drs 5sp sunroof, amilm
cassette tape, must selll
$1,000
Telephone
759-3003

BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762 7221

LAMBS Tree Service, tree
trimming & removal, hauling etc 436 2269 Paul
LAWN care, mowing & trim
ming 436-2528

We offer all your tobacco
firing wood and sawdust needs
Just Call

/GP Wood Products
Ws Can Save You Money
With The Beat Prices Around
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436 5832

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection,high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL S Custom gar
den tilling, grader blade
work bush hogging lots
free
estimates
502 492 8822

Unica
Offered

mowed
LAWNS
(502)759-3133
LEES Carpet Cleening
carpets upholstery free
estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE carpentry, paint
Ing electrical siding other
aptmaint
&
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
veriock Vnyi
Underpinning
Lihorne Warranty
'400 28* aug tont
$364.00
K Rock unorepening
Sorer
White Root
Coasngs
Doors Windom s
Bright4Os

PAINTING int , ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032

Jecita, Treated Lumber
Handrails, Banister or
Lattice
4 • 8 - $27500
8 x 10 - 8425.00
10 x 16 - $775.00
Metal Roots Over DOCA

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

5 mites soudt of Murray
OA 641 Hwy

MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436 5560

REMODELING and insurance repairs Call us for all
your construction needs
Free estimates Service
Pro 759-1774
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

WOOD VCR repairing
vat's, camcorders microwaves, Mon- Fri 9-12 1-5
tree estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair tree
estimates cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sated Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting
decks, additions roofing
20yrs experience free est
mates 753-2592

Available

15021 4923488

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estenates Day or night,
753-5484

BEAUTIFUL healthy kittens Free to good home
with no small children,
house raised & litter box
trained 492-8469
FREE kittens Call after
6pm 753-1921
FREE to good home 7
week old puppies Call
437-4897

CLASSIFIED
céj

We nave been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business

to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing_

Bruce Green

Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

Buying or Refinancing
Call Ron at

STAR MORTGAGE

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

Custom
CABINETS
6 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
'Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St tnest to Lasetter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISIC)N OF SOL:711EFLA WALL SYSTEMS, INC

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To help yee pia' your New Kitiolsee or Rallsrooes

Call 753-6869
for free quote or cossulting.

Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Landscaping
He

Trimming

'pBro/,6,.

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal

Tree Service clear244) Service
Light Haultg, Vt.

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing & wee
dealing 489 2077

1983 CHEVROLET S10
Supercharged Blazer 4x4
Loaded' To many options
to list, Looks and runs
greatl Serious inquiries
ontyl Asking $10,000 obo
Phone 502-227 8015

LAMB Brother Home improvements, remodeling
additions roofing siding
free estimates 436-2269

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

ALL around hauling, mowing tree work Junk clean
up cleaning out gutters
Joe 436-2867

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

1970 CHEVROLET 'A ton
350 at ps 759-2571

LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436 5744

759-4066

1990 DODGE Dynasty,
burgandy, fully loaded
120,XXX miles, $3,900
obo 753-2922 before 5pm
753-2118

iliac* View,

3 or 4 bedrooms, 212 baths, 5,200 sq ft ,
9-10 ft ceilings, hardwood floors, view
thru gas fireplace, whirlpool bath, 16x24
master bedroom, lots of closets In Southwest school district with city utilities, on 2
acres with 30x30 shop Must see this
home Call now at 753-4873

COLORS painting and con
truction 492 6103

FHA - VA - CONV - FmHA - JUMBO
"We Tailor Loans to fit your needs"

BEDWELL Roofing 2
years workmanship guar
antee free estimates
Local call 559 8154

For Sale By Owner

do carpentry. concrete &
masonary work Twenty five years experience, no
job to small For intormation
call 759-9257

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Cleanup junk, garbage Odd jobs
also Al household moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

1989 NISSAN Stanza air,
automatic Call after 4pm
753-3852

1989 DODGE Caravan LE.
$3.850 obo 753-1522.
759-4806

CHIM Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Sport Coupe Se, 2dr. white
50.XXX miles sunroof, CD/
am/fm, very nice
492-8189

Services
Oilsrs•

Boats

Motors

753-2981

Unites
Moroi

Used
Tanis

Koala
For Sale

•'1

mar,-fter-•••.•••

'S

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAB1NETS
CUSTOM WOODwORKINO
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen

k Bath Cabinets

• Drop by and see our showroom
ace SUNaURY MURRAY Hier,nd Bunny Broad)
75i5940 '
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Sheer Artistry
with the king and returns the queen
of spades.
It looks as though you must lose
a spade trick and go down one,but if
you put your gray cells, to work, a
possible way of avoiding the spade
loser emerges.
Accordingly, you win the spade
return with dummy's king, ruff a
club with the ten, reenter dummy
with a low trump to the nine, and
ruff another club with the jack.
This runs you out of trumps in
your hand,since you've ruffed clubs
three times and led trumps twice,
butthat's precisely what you've been
trying to do.
You now enter dummy with a
diamond and draw West's lasttrump
with the ace, discarding a spade
from your hand. Your K-Q-J- l0 of
diamonds and ace of spades then
win the last five tricks and the slam
comes home as your spade loser vanLuck evens out in the long run, ishes into thin air.
In effect, you scored five trump
so if you want to be a winner at
bridge you have to play better than tricks instead of only the four you
those other characters you play with seemed to have after the trump fiwho don't know what the game's all nesse failed — thus manufacturing
a decisive extra trick. It may seem
about.
Let's say you're in six hearts and odd that to make the slam you must
West leads the king of clubs, which discard your spade loser on one of
you ruff. You play the queen of dummy's trumps, but that is the
trumps and finesse, but the incon- way things usually go in dummy
siderate opponent on your right wins reversal hands.
Tomorrow: Test your play,

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 8 7
19 A 96
•A 83
• QJ 9 4
EAST
WEST
4QJ1O4
4632
V K2
1r 8 5 4
•9 6
•7 4 2
10 7 6 5 2
4. A K 8 3
SOUTH
• A 95
QJ 1073
• K QJ 105
4—
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
Pass
1 ‘11,
14
Pass
3•
Pass
1 NT
6 IP
4V
Pass
Opening lead — king of clubs.

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY,JULY 28, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: An
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: early-morning dream could be a
New career doors. open as fall source of inspiration. Do not use
approaches. A move to another state stimulants in an attempt to promote
or country is possible. Give an inti- creativity. Putting your love life in
mate relationship top priority if you order will give you more time for
want it to last. An older person will other activities.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
play a major role in your professional life early in 1996. Give credit friend or organization needs to clariwhere ills due. A former competitor fy what you are expected to do.
Mystery surrounds someone you
shows interest in joining your team!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON meet for the first time. Avoid asking
THIS DATE: actress Sally too many questions. All will be
Struthers, children's author Beatnx revealed in the weeks ahead. •
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Potter. singer Rudy Vallee, first lady
An exploratory move calls for
Jacqueline Kennedy.
ARIES (March 21-April 12): Go courage. Forget recent setbacks and
ahead and experiment if you find look to the future with confidence.
that conventional methods do not Things appear to be ideal for a
work. Be willing to take a gamble weekend trip.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
on a new trend. An older individual
will defer to your judgment. 21): You are quick to grasp new
ideas and techniques. Self-improveRomance heats up.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ment activities enjoy highly favorMutual respect between you and your able influences. Give a needy indiloved ones gives you a lift. Opinions vidual some personal attention
may differ but your long-range goals throughout the day.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
are the same. Your attention to
Accepting some early-morning
tedious detail begins to pay off.
-GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): advice will put you on the road to
Your self-confidence grows by leaps success. Greater success in business
and bounds now. Romance tends to depends on teamwork. Cement a
be complicated. Adopt a wait-and- new friendship by getting together
see attitude. Work late instead of after hours.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
taking papers home over the weekend. Diligence pays off handsomely. Be content to hold the line at work
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): Let today. Papers tend to get lost or
your mind wander a bit when pon- machines malfunction. A demonstradering changes at home or the tion of special knowledge or skills
office. Rearrange the furniture and will attract favorable publicity. Reach
revise the family budget. Guests out to an open-minded newcomer.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
who drop in without warning may
Sharpen your intellect by bearing
complicate your plans. Be flexible.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your down in the research area. Get old
mind is sharp as a tack where finan- matters squared away before launchcial matters are concerned.'A nag- ing something new. Reckless behavging problem needs to be solved ior could harm your health and repuonce and for all. You have plenty of tation. Seize a chance to move up at
motivation to settle this matter; do work.
not procrastinate.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Although these little Leos can be unusually
generous to their playmates. they also leave no doubt as to who is king or
queen of the sandbox. Born leaders, these cheerful extroverts have a love for
drama. They prefer to choose their own brightly colored clothes and will
chafe at any dress code at school. Multitalented and flexible, these Leos can
find success i,i almost any field. The ideal job will include occasional travel.
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

the final analysis be the most impor.
tant aspects id a lasting healths rnla

DEAR DR GOTT My boyfriend and
I have been dating for seven months
I'm 26 and he's 29 We're both
divorced and have four children
between both mamages In the begin
rung of the relationship, we started off
too much too soon We tapered off and
now he would prefer to do nothing at
all, including kissing or hugging
knew from the beginning that he
wasn't very emotional, but I don •t
think his present attitude is normal
for someone his age He's become my
best fnend and I'm concerned

tionship in conjunction %all nonsider
:idiom mutual respect and other sum

DEAR READER The passion of
early romance may recede with time.
especially as the couple learns to deal
with the realities of life, including
familiarity, children, earning a living.
and the tough job of just getting from
day to day.
Nonetheless, intimacy and warmth
are, for most people. a vital part of the
relationship. I'm not referring here
Just to sexual intercourse, rather,

touching. loving and cuddling may. in
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Ten )ears ago
Pictured are workers from
Murray Electric System relocating power lines along Chestnut
Street in preparation for the
upcoming construction work on
12th Street. The picture was
made by Staff Photographer Greg
Travis.
Fred Cornelius, associate professor of English at Murray State
University, and Kaye Peebles,
teacher at Murray Middle School,
are among 44 teachers from
across the state selected to participate in Kentucky Writing Institute, July 28 to Aug. 2, at
Lexington.
Pictured are Dave Smith, Marc
Baker, Eric Baker, and Brett Harris who left July 24 for Camp
Paradise Valley, The Salvation
Army Camp at Dale Hollow.
They will be there until July 29.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lanier and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Hart, July 24.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education approved a $2.1 million budget for the nev, school

and it
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reasons lit this Or his ardor ma)
:imply Mitt, rooted in which case
other alt cr'ations may be called for
It seems to me that an in depth dis
cussion is the logical first step
Show your partner my answer to
sour CibIlt'effls Perhaps this will pro
‘icle a basis tor a good talk, during
hich you may be able to resolve
many ot the conflicts that trouble you
,•
vss5
[...II, I

tom , los,

In addition to this inventory, you
and your partner should probabli,
inn
have a frank discussion
of alliance that so •
Perhaps a good friend,:
goal. That's OK A lot 01 peiipin spnlia
a lifetime searching or a friend who
will not make physical demands On
the other hand, maybe you're not
'right" for each other at all.
Finally, if you're going to progress
to a relation that is rich in physical
intimacy, you and your partner have
some work to do, I gather. This necessitates open communication ("Here
are my needs. You are not meeting

DR. GOTT
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GOTT, M D
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year at a 5pr.:141 sailed nu:cling,
according to Supt. William B.
Miller.
Mona Purdom R.N., Amelia
McLeod R.N., Daphene Mowery
P.H.N., and Jo Ann Harmon.
nutritionist, of Calloway County
Health Center, will attend Helen
B. Fraser Growth and Development Conference, Louisville, July
30 and 31.
Lindy Bridwell, Tim Harrell
and Allison Weaver of Murray
High School were among 15 students enrolled in the Art Honors
Workshop at Murray State University, July 13 to 25.
Don Starks, missionary to Trinidad, was Sunday speaker at
Seventh and Poplar Church. His
wife is the former Marian Fisk of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Murray Little League Baseball
All-Stars marked up a first in the
history of Murray Baseball Association by winning the area tournament at Benton July 24. Randy
Oliver was pitcher for Murray.
Gene Cathey was coach and
James Vance was manager.
Lexie Ray of Union City,

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 27. the 208th day of 1995. There are 157
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 27, 1953, the Korean War armistice was signed at Panmunjom, ending three years of fighting.
On this date:
In 1694, the Bank of England received a royal charter as a commercial institution.
In 1789, Congress established the Department of Foreign Affairs,
the forerunner of the Department of State.
In 1794, French revolutionary leader Maximilien Robespierre was
overthrown and placed under arrest; he was executed the following
day.
In 1861, Union General George B. McClellan was placed in command of the Army of the Potomac.
In 1866, Cyrus W. Field finally succeeded, after two failures, in
laying the first underwater telegraph cable between North America
and Europe.
In 1909, Orville Wright tested the U.S. Army's first airplane, flying
himself and a passenger for one hour and 12 minutes.
In 1940, Bugs Bunny made his "official" debut in the Warner
Brothers animated cartoon "A Wild Hare."
In 1960, Vice President Richard Nixon was nominated for president
at the Republican national convention in Chicago.
In 1967, in the wake of urban rioting, President Johnson appointed
the Kerner Commission, charged with assessing the causes of the
violence.
In 1967, black militant H. Rap Brown held a news conference in
Washington D.C. in which he said, "Violence is necessary. It is as
American as cherry pie."
In 1974, the House Judiciary Committee voted 27-11 to recommend
President Nixon's impeachment on a charge that he had personally
engaged in a "course of conduct" designed to obstruct justice in the
Watergate case.
Ten years ago: British runner Steve Cram broke the world record
for the mile run with a time of 3:46.30 at a meet in Oslo, Norway.
Five years ago: Louisiana Gov, Buddy Roemer vetoed a tough abortion bill passed by his state's legislature. A mistrial was declared in
Raymond Buckey's retrial on charges of molesting children at the
McMartin Pre-School in California.
One year ago: Bosnian Serbs reimposed their blockade of Sarajevo
and fired on a U.N. convoy, killing one British soldier and wounding
another.
Today's Birthdays: TV producer Norman Lear is 73. Movie and
drama critic Vincent Canby is 71. Actor Jerry Van Dyke is 64. Sportscaster Iry Cross is 56. Singer Bobbie Gentry is 51. Actress Betty Thomas is 47. Olympic gold medal figure skater Peggy Fleming is 47.
Singer Maureen McGovern is 46.
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ACROSS

1 Speed meas
4 A continent
(abbr.)
6 Sobbed
11 Prayer
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IT, PLAY IN IT...
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LOOKING BACK

tar qualities that we cherish
Igathertromyourcimimemsthat
your partner is no longer meeting
your needs to the degree that he did
several months ago Therefore, this
may be a good time to step back and
examine what it is you want
and
expect

home 7
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12 Neighbor
of GA
14 "—
Elsewhere"

17 Untidy
person
20 Unsightly
24 Wings
25 Gender
27 Stout cord
28 Pismires
29 Small
potation
30 A Chaplin
32 Ridge on skin
35 Medieval
poem
36 Attempted

38 Encounter
41 Exercise
system
44 Theme
46 Imparts
47 Inquired
49 Fuel
52 Lease
53 Always
54 Sodium
symbol
55 Eggs
57 Martin ID
60 Tellurium

symbol
62 Above

Tenn., is the speaker at a gospel
meeting at Union Grove Church
of Christ, July 25 to Aug. I.
Fifty-four members of the late
family of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Will A. Ray attended a reunion
held July 18 at Murray City Park.
Recent births are Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Brawner, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Herb McPherson, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Coy.
Forty years ago
Gerald Cooper, Jimmy
Cochran, Gene Steely, Charles
Thomas, Lowell Cooper and Ray
Dunn, members, and Cannon
Parks, advisor, of Hazel High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of America, attended Leadership Training Camp at
Hardinsburg.
A trench silo demonstration
will be July 28 on the Scott and
Mayfield Farm,
Golliday LaMette, vice president of Kentucky Farm Bureau,
spoke at the annual Calloway
County Farm Bureau picnic at
Murray City Park. About 800
persons were present.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star
observed Frientirhip Night on
July 16 at the Masonic Hall.

DEAR ABBY
ii .5k \
vad111,4
your column about eating jell. •
beans from a jar in the store,. I ma
reminded of an incident that hat pened to me.
ani a 70-year-old woman who
loves hridge-rnix candy. %Vhenever
would go unto the store to buy a
small bag of the bulk candy, without thinking I would eat a few
pieces from the bag while I did the
rest if my shopping. I never realized I was stealing the candy, but
evidently I was.
The last time I did this, a man
tapped me on the shoulder and
showed me his security badge! liesaid he had been watching nit- from
a window up in the office. He told
me they pre-Mr that I pay for it at
the checkout counter — rather than
eat half of it before it gets weighed
I could have died of embarrassment. I wanted to crass] out the
door, but I closed up the hag of
•candy, thanked him tier stopping me
from committing that crime. and
continued my shopping.
How many people think they an•
stealing if they eat a few cherries or
grapes as they walk through thi•
produce department? I nes 'er
thought I was stealing. but I guess I
was.
I learned a good lesson ... late in
life.
REFORMED SHI/PPER.
GRANTS PASS.(IRE
DEAR REFORMED: You
have lots of company. People
who take ashtrays and towels
from hotels, pens or pencils
from the office, or fail to return
library: books may-not realize it,
but they, too, are stealing.
* *
DEAR ABBY: When I read
the letter from "Always a Mother."
the mother of a daughter in her 50s.
I laughed out loud. Just as that.
mother criticized her daughter for
wearing a leather skirt and a ponytail, my sister scolded me for not
wearing my hair in a proper braid
ir knot when I turned 30, and for
wearing "undignified- clothing. I,
too, wore a leather skirt I which I
made myself'.
I am 72 now..ind I still Wear my
hair loosely tied back. much like a ponytail To this day. I wear
leather. and my younger brother
say:s-I look terrific; hut then I know
that hy the admiring glances I still
get.
I water-ski, cross-country ski
and walk six miles every day. When
I reach 104, I will probably stop
water- and cross-country skiing. but
I'm not sure I'll wear my hair in a
"proper" knot or braid, and who
knows, I may still wear a leather
skirt if I want to.
YOl.'NG AT HEART
DEAR YOUNG AT HEART: I
admire your spirit, which obviously motivates you to live life
to the fullest. Good for you!

DEAR ABBY: Recently a 13year-old girl wrote to you and said
she was in hive with a boy, and her
parents had forbidden her to see
him. Your advice to her was to
honor her parents' wishes. I don't
agree with this at all. You are not
taking the girl seriously because
you think she is not-old enough for
love.
Abby, many 1:3-year-olds are
capable of experiencing "first love."
If you remember. Romeo and Juliet,
the two lovers trapped in a forbidden love, were very young. The parents, ignoring the young lovers' feelings, indirectly drove the two
together and cause41 a catastrophe.
If this situation, or a situation that
resembles this one, occurs, how
,A'otild you and the parents feel?
When teen-agers are forbidden
to do something, you can bet they
will try anything to do it.
ANOTHER JULIET

DEAR ANOTHER JULIET:
You weren't the only one who
disagreed with my advice.

I
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Mrs. Dorothy M. Brown

Earl Andrew Allen

Graseside ser.ices for Mrs. Dorothy M. Brown will be Friday at
10:30 a.m. at Jefferson Barrarks Cemetery, St. Louis, Mo. Ford &
Sons Funeral Home, Cape Girardeau, Mo., is in charge of
arrangements.
Visitation will be Friday from 9 to 10 a.m. at Kirkwood United
Methodist Church, St. Louis, Mo., where she was a member.
Mrs. Brown, 82, South Sixth Street, Murray, died Monday, July 24,
1995, at Southeast Missouri Hospital, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Her husband, It. Col. Malcolm Brown, died in 1985. Born July 31.
1912, in North Wales, Pa., she was the daughter of the late Clarence
Nuts and Ida Haile Nuss.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Marcia Darnell, Union City,
Tenn., formerly of Kirksey, Mrs. Sue Austin. Cape Girardeau, and
Mrs. Jolene Fleming, Butler, Pa.; eight grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren

Earl Andrew Allen, 60, Lexington, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday. July 25, 1995, at Lexington Methodist Hospital, Lexington,
Tenn.
Born Aug. 2, 1934, in Kentucky., he was the son of Alberta Troutman McDonough and the late Andrew Allen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Lindsey Allen; two daughters, Mrs. Lisa Buchanan, Frankfort, and Mrs. Marlena Greene, Montezuma, hid.: seven sons, Jessie Allen, Teddy Allen, Chuck Allen, and
Robert Allen, all of Montezuma, Ind., Gary Allen and Perry Allen,
both of Indianapolis. Ind., and Terry Allen, Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Alberta McDonough, and one brother, Jay Chiles, both of Murray; 22
grandchildren: one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 5 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Undme Hook

47. ,

'Hithard Lyons is a income maker in Ma stock
UNC•prko unchangerd

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

Mrs. Evelyn Babb

Services for Mrs. Undine Hook will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, Murray. The Rev. Dan
Tilley and the Rev. Fred French will officiate. Mrs. Olivene Erwin
will be organist.
FaIlbearers will be Danny Cunningham, Bobby Mitchell, Bobby
Watson, Dwight Watson. Jerry Watson and Doris Ezell. Burial will
follow in Kirksey Cemetery.
Mrs. Hook, 88, Mayfield, died Tuesday, July 25, 1995, at 2:35 a.m.
at PineL.ake Medical Center. Mayfield. She was the widow of Emery

The funeral for Mrs. Evelyn Babb was today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. W.A. Nance officiated. Burial was in Mount Pleasant Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Babb, 75, Paducah, died Tuesday. July 25, 1995, at 9:05 p m
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a retired press operator for Magnavox Company. She was
the daughter of the late Ben Milan and Attie Nance Nlilam.
Survivors include one son, Gerald Babb, Las Vegas, Nev.; five sisters, Mrs. Velda Torian, Ms. Sadie Babb, Mrs. Karon Reeves and Mrs.
Joan Neihoff, all of Paducah, and Mrs. Audrey Neihoff, Huntington
Woods, Mich.; one brother, A.B. Milam, Puryear, Tenn.; four grandchildren: three great-grandchildren.

I

Area tobacco tour set
The 1995 growing season has
been on the wet side since early
spring. Other crops and the landscape have really benefitted from
the abundance of water. The tobacco crop has suffered due to
diseases that are associated with wet
conditions. Black root rot alone has
cost the 1995 tobacco crop 1.5 to 2
million dollars in Calloway County.
In order to help tobacco farmers
make better informed decisions for
next year's tobacco crop, there will
be a Purchase Area Tobacco Tour
held Tuesday, Aug. I. beginning at
5:30 p.m., on the Jim Kelly Farm.
The Kelly Farm is located in the
Van Cleave community of Calloway County. There will be signs
leading to the field day site starting
at the Van Cleave Road and Highway 94 East. The tobacco tour will
include:
• Five variety test plot

I
1 and
Memorabilia of former Kentucky Governors Edward
Julian M. Carroll are now on exhibit at Murray Stale Univers.iy. Sally
Alexander (above), manager of the Wrather West Kentucky Museum,looks at
a Breathitt scrapbook - one of many Items going on display at the museum.
Other campaign souvenirs include the pen used by Gov. Breathitt when he
signed the legal document changing Murray State's name from college to
university. Among C3rroll's memorabilia Is a bronzed shoe with a hole In it,
the result of a lengthy campaign walk across the commonwealth. Both
governors, along with former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfieid, donated papers
following years of service to the state.
a-4
—Photo by John McDonald

•
•
•
•

Stripping wheel
Carousel setter
Transplanter display
Effects and management of
black root rot disease
• Various dark fire-cured tobacco
barns
• Herbicide use in tobacco production
Refreshments (sponsored by the
U.S. Tobacco Company) will be
served.
Make a special effort to attend
this educational Tobacco Tour on
Aug. 1, starting at 5:30 p.m., at the
Jim Kelly Farm.
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Flours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Maln St.

753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-19 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2180
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7 5 Sat 7 Noon

$2449.21.444

c04.:P.3)
er WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

coming
Recently-elected officers of Western Kentucky Paralegals for 1995-96 are, from left: Shelly Ragan of Murray,
president; Julie Franklin of Madisonville, president-elect;Sonya Rambo of Paducah,vice president; JIrrunelyn West of
Benton, secretary: Unda O'Brien of Paducah, treasurer; and Lora Roberts of Murray, past-president
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Murray
and
Calloway
County
City and
Countywide

Rpg. 11.89
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5 gal
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Black Top

Black Top Sealer Applicator Refills

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
8 x 8
ft.

64 mg

8 x 12
ft.

96 sq.

Support Your Local Businesses And
SHOP MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRST!

Reg. 24.99

8 x 16
ft.

128 Fp

)9

750 8950 81 150
*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

Bit

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Horne Investment Company

SOHN

1884 -

Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Saturday 8-4
Sale Prices Good at Murray

SUR.

Only, • Other Locatioad: Benton &

a:

Friday & Saturday, August 4 & 5
Come early and spend the day!
Enjoy lunch at one of our fine restaurants
and catch all the summer bargains,
from curb to curb, across Murray!
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